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1 Introduction

SASPairs is a series of macros and IML (Interactive Matrix Language) modules
and code written in the language of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS).  SASPairs
permits the analysis of genetically informative data within a SAS interactive session or
through batch submission to SAS. For fitting simple models to data, a user need only
specify the SAS data set to be analyzed, the names of some variables within that data set,
and the name of a Relationship Data Set containing codes and other variables for the
types of relatives involved in the analysis.  A user may also write his/her own model
using the IML language.

SASPairs will fit models to observed covariance matrices or to raw data. Means
may also be fitted to the data.  The major limitation of SASPairs is that it deals with only
pairs of relatives.

SASPairs should be viewed as a convenience. The purpose of this package is to
make it easier for researchers to analyze twin and certain types of family and adoption
data so more time can be devoted to ruminating on the substantive conclusions. SASPairs
will not do anything more than general programs such as Mx (Neale et al., 2002)—and it
will do considerably less.

The accompanying document Introduction to SASPairs explains basic features
of SASPairs and provides a general overview of how to use the package. The current
document is a reference manual. Although it does contain examples, it is not an
instructional document on how to use SASPairs.

Note that there are a considerable number of options available in SASPairs,
particularly when it comes to interactive processing. If you are new to SAS or to model
fitting with genetic data, then it is recommended that you begin to learn the package by
constructing a SASPairs data set with one and only model in it. After you gain a certain
comfort level with SASPairs and the IML language, then proceed to use the more
advanced features of the program.

2 The SASPairs Data Set

The SASPairs Data Set must be an existing SAS data set that contains a variable
called Card.  Variable Card must be a character variable that contains a valid SASPairs
command, a comment, or a blank line.  Each SASPairs command constitutes a different
“observation” in the SASPairs Data Set (i.e., commands cannot extend across lines).

Because some of the commands must contain semicolons (;), special care must
be used in constructing the SASPairs Data Set. The simplest way to deal with this
situation is to use the SAS Datalines4 statement to read in the character strings and
complete the data input stream with four consecutive semicolons (i.e., ;;;;). The
commands in Figure 2.1 illustrate the SAS code required to read in a SASPairs Data Set.
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Figure 2.1 SAS Code for Reading in a SASPairs Data Set.

data example_model_1;
infile datalines4 truncover;
length card $80;
input card $char80.;

datalines4;
begin datasets

    PHENOTYPIC DATA SET = spothstf.twindata1
     FAMILY ID VARIABLE = twinpair
  RELATIONSHIP VARIABLE = zygosity1
PHENOTYPES FOR ANALYSIS = iq reading writing
  RELATIONSHIP DATA SET = spothstf.twins_sex_differences

end datasets

begin model  VA, VC, VU
begin matrices

va
vc
chlu L &np

end matrices
begin mx

st  5 diag(va)
st 10 diag(chlu)

end mx
begin iml

vu = chlu * t(chlu);
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;

end iml
end model
;;;;
run;
%saspairs(example_model_1);

This example creates a SASPairs Data Set called example_model_1 that
contains the necessary variable for SASPairs (i.e., variable card).  The infile
statement may not always be necessary, but one should include it for safety. It prevents
SAS from moving to the next line to read in the remainder of a long character string that
contains spaces. Variable Card is defined as a character string of length 80 by the
length command.  The length of the character string is not important for SASPairs, so
the length may be diminished or augmented to reflect the length of the commands present
in the data set.  The SAS format on the input statement ($char80.)  permits blanks
on the left hand side of the character string to be part of the string. Note that if you
change the length of variable Card, then you must also change the number in the format
on the input statement to reflect that length. For example, is the length of Card is $96,
then use the input format $char96..
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The statement datalines4 will continue reading in lines as “observations” in
the data set until it encounter four consecutive semicolons.  If you omit the four
consecutive semicolons, then SAS will consider all subsequent lines submitted as
additional observations to the SASPairs Data Set.  Thus, any subsequent DATA steps or
PROC steps will produce neither output nor messages to the Log file.

In the example, the statements between datalines4 and the four semicolons
(;;;;) are SASpair commands. The general syntax and meaning of these commands are
discussed below.

The SASPairs Data Set consists of two major sets of commands, each of which is
included between a BEGIN statement and an END statement (delimited by the boldface
commands in Figure 2.1).  The first is the set of dataset definition commands that
specifies the data set to be analyzed, the variables to be analyzed, and other information
that instructs SASPairs on how to organize the data for analysis.  The second is the set of
model definition commands that specify the model that is to be fitted to the data.

Notes:
• Correct input of a SASPairs data set can be tricky for those unfamiliar with SAS.

Pay close attention to the length of the character variable Card and the input
format (which is called an informat by SAS) on the input line.  The length
argument should NOT contain a period while the informat MUST contain the
period. Also make certain to include the infile statement given in Figure 1.
Depending on your operating system and how SAS is configured on that system,
failure to include this statement can cause SAS to “skip” some input lines. See
13.5 Why are Lines Skipped in Reading in the SASPairs Data Set? for more
details.

• Within the directory (folder) SASPairs_OtherStuff that is included in the
SASPairs download, there are several SASPairs data sets with the suffix
_TEMPLATE.sas. These are example SASPairs data sets. Open one of these in
a SAS Editor window, change the relevant variables to reflect the data and models
you want to fit, and then save it by another name.

2.1 General Syntax for SASPairs Commands

Like SAS, SASPairs statements and commands are case insensitive.  Hence,
Begin Matrices, BEGIN MATRICES, begin matrices, and BeGiN
mAtRiCes are all equivalent. Unlike SAS, a single SASPairs statement or command,
including all arguments, must occur on one physical line.  Thus, the statements
Begin
Matrices
will lead to an error.

Except for IML definitions (see below), SASPairs commands and statements
should not end in a semicolon.  In some cases, the presence of a semicolon will be
ignored, but in other cases it will generate a fatal error.
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2.2 Dataset Definition Commands

Dataset definition commands are included between a BEGIN DATASETS and
an END DATASETS statement.  The general syntax for a dataset definition command is

Syntax:

command name = argument(s)

command name = a valid data definition command (given below).

argument(s) = one or more valid arguments to the command.

The equals sign (=) delimits the command name from its argument(s) and must be present
when the command has arguments. (The sole exception is the Same command described
below).

There are three different sets of data definition commands. The first is used to
identify a valid SAS data set in which each observation is a member of a relative pair
(i.e., the data are arranged as individuals, not as pairs of relatives).  This type of SAS data
set if referred to as a Phenotypic Data Set in this document. The second set is used to
process an existing SAS TYPE=CORR data set. The third set consists of one command,
Same, and instructs SASPairs to use the same dataset definitions in the previous call to
SASPairs. Each is discussed below.

NOTE WELL: On repeated calls to SASPairs, SASPairs checks whether the
current dataset definition commands equal the previous set. If they do, then SASPairs
does not calculate intermediate quantities such as the covariance matrix and constants for
the function; instead, SASPairs loads the stored data. To prevent SASPairs from
processing a stale data set, you must reinitialize SASPairs if you do either of the
following two things between calls to SASPairs macros:

• change the value of any variables in the data set;
• change any SASPairs options that apply to the stored data (i.e., SASPairs options

vardef, missing_values, or set_n_to (see 6.0 SASPairs Options).;
If you fail to reinitialize SASPairs, then you will be processing quantities from the old
data set.  See section 3.4 Reinitializing SASPairs for instructions on how to reinitialize
SASPairs.

2.2.1 Dataset Definition Commands: Phenotypic Data Sets
The dataset definition commands and their arguments used to input a phenotypic

data set are given in Table 2.1.  The phenotypic data set must be organized in terms of
individuals, not pairs of relatives. That is, each individual member of a pair must be a
separate observation in the data set.
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Table 2.1 Data Definition Commands (Phenotypic Data Set).

Command Argument

Phenotypic Data Set
Name of a SAS data set in which each
observation is an individual member of a pair.  A
two level name (e.g., mylib.mydata) may be
used.

Family ID Variable
A variable in the phenotypic data set that
identifies the family to which an individual
belongs (e.g., famid, pairnumber).

Relationship Variable
Name for a numeric variable in the phenotypic
data set that denotes the type of relative (e.g.,
zygosity where 1 = MZ, 2 = DZ).

Phenotypes for Analysis The variables in the SAS data set that are to be
analyzed.

Covariates Covariate variables.

Relationship Data Set
Name of the SAS data containing numeric
relationship variables, labels, and gamma values.
(See 2.2.3 Dataset Definition Commands:
Relationship Data Set).

Important Qualifications on Variables:
• The Family ID Variable may be either a character string or a numeric

variable.
• The numeric values of the Relationship Variable must be a positive

integer between 1 and 99 and must agree with the numeric values in the
Relationship Data Set. (See 2.2.3 Dataset Definition Commands: Relationship
Data Set).

• When a Phenotypic Data Set is input, then Covariates are variables that must
have the same values for members of a relative pair. (This assumption is not
required when a TYPE=CORR data set is input). Examples of covariates are the
of twin pairs or mother’s educational level for sibling data. See Example 12.4:
Using Covariates.

• The variable list may contain a double hyphen (--) to denote “first_variable”
through “last variable.” E.g., iq – writing denotes the phenotypes for
analysis as the variables iq through writing.

• Variables used in SASPairs should not start with temp_ .  SASPairs creates
temporary data sets and uses the temp_ convention to name variables so that
they do not conflict with the user’s variable names.
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Notes:
• Except for the Relationship Data Set and the Covariates command,

commands for a phenotypic data set cannot be present with commands for a
TYPE=CORR data set (see below for these commands).

• The Phenotypic Data Set cannot have the PW or the READ attribute set. It may,
however, have the WRITE and/or ALTER attributes set.

• SASPairs only reads the data from this data set; it does not change any of the
variables nor does it create new variables or delete existing variables.  Hence, the
data set can be a master data set and there is no need to construct a special SAS
data set for SASPairs (unless, of course, file protection data set options prevent it
from being read).

• The Phenotypic Data Set does not have to be sorted by any variables.
• SASPairs first constructs a temporary data set from the Phenotypic Data Set.  The

temporary data set includes only those variables specified in the Dataset
Definitions. After sorting the temporary data set, SASPairs constructs a second
temporary data set of relative pairs and sorts this data set by the relationship
variable of the first member of a pair (a variable called Relative1) and the
relationship variable of the second member (a variable called Relative2).
Because of the prior sorting, the value of Relative1 will always be less than or
equal to that of Relative2.

• In the next step, SASPairs constructs the covariance matrix for relative pairs using
PROC CORR. SASPairs uses the default treatment of missing values in PROC
CORR (i.e., pairwise deletion) and sets the degrees of freedom for a covariance
matrix to the minimum number of nonmissing pairs. You may override the default
for pairwise deletion of missing values and the sample size for the covariance
matrix (see section 6.0 SASPairs Options).

• What occurs next depends on the macro that is called to execute SASPairs. If the
macro is %saspairs or %saspairs_means (see 3.0 Ececuting SASPairs)
then processing of the data set stops—the covariance matrix along with the means
will be stored for further use. If the macro is %saspairs_raw_nomeans or
%saspair_raw_means, then SASPairs constructs vectors of sums and
matrices of the sums of squares and cross products (SSCP) for each unique
pedigree type. The sums and the SSCP matrices are stored for further processing.

• The number of spaces between words in a command is irrelevant. Hence,
Relationship Variable is equivalent to
Relationship      Variable.

2.2.2 Dataset Definition Commands: TYPE=CORR Data Sets
The second set of data definition commands is used to analyze data from an

existing SAS TYPE=CORR data set.  This data set may have been constructed as output
from PROC CORR or it may have been specially constructed by a user (in which case it
must have been explicitly defined as a TYPE=CORR data set).  Both the means and the
covariance matrix must be present in this data set; if only correlations are available, then
SASPairs terminates with an error.  Naturally, the covariance matrix must be calculated
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on pairs of relatives and not on individuals.  The commands and arguments for using a
TYPE=CORR data set are provided in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Data Definition Commands (TYPE=CORR Data Set).

Command Argument

TYPE=CORR Covariance Data
Name of the TYPE=CORR SAS data set.

TYPE=CORR Relative1
Numeric variable in the data set giving the
Relationship Variable for the first member of a
pair.

TYPE=CORR Relative2
Numeric variable in the data set giving the
Relationship Variable for the second member
of a pair.

TYPE=CORR Variables
Variable names in the data set for the
phenotypes to be analyzed; must include the
variables for both the first and second member
of a pair.

TYPE=CORR Phenotype Labels
Labels given to the phenotypes; the number of
labels must be half of the number of
TYPE=CORR Variable Names.

Covariates Names of covariates (see below).

Relationship Data Set
Name of the SAS data containing numeric
relationship variables, labels, and gamma
values. (See 2.2.3 Dataset Definition
Commands: Relationship Data Set).

Important Qualifications on Variables:
• The Family ID Variable may be either a character string or a numeric

variable.
• The numeric values of the Relative1 and Relative2 must be a positive

integer between 1 and 99 and must agree with the numeric values in the
Relationship Data Set. (See 2.2.3 Dataset Definition Commands: Relationship
Data Set).

• When a TYPE=CORR data set is input, then Covariates may but are not
required to be variables that have the same values for members of a relative pair.
See Example 12.4: Using Covariates.

• It is not necessary to specify Covariates.
• The argument to TYPE=CORR Variables may contain a double hyphen (--) to

denote “first_variable” through “last variable.” E.g., iq – writing denotes
the phenotypes for analysis as the variables iq through writing.

• The ordering of the variables in Type=Corr Variables for the second
relative should be the same as those for the first relative.
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Notes:
• SASPairs calculates the covariance matrix using N, the number of subjects, as the

divisor and not N – 1, the degrees of freedom (see 9.0 SASPairs Function
Values). If you want to do the same, then use the VARDEF=N option on PROC
CORR. In large samples, the choice of the divisor is inconsequential.

• Unlike some SAS procedures, SASPairs requires that the covariance matrix be
full. The vector of means as well as a vector of sample sizes must also be present
for each relative pair.

• To maintain consistency with all other SASPairs macros, SASPairs requires that
the value of Relative1 always be less than or equal to the value of
Relative2. If this is not the case in a user’s TYPE=CORR Data Set, then
SASPairs automatically swaps the values of Relative1 and Relative2 and
repartitions the vectors and the covariance matrix accordingly.

• Except for the Relationship Data Set and the Covariates commands,
commands for a phenotypic data set cannot be present with commands for a
TYPE=CORR data set. If commands for the two types of data sets occur within
the same SASPairs Data Set, then an error occurs and the program will abort.

• Creating a TYPE=CORR data set is one way to overcome the problem of dealing
with sibships (or other relationships) of variable size.  Compute the covariance
matrix based on all possible pairs and then change the value of N in the
TYPE=CORR data set to reflect the information in the data. A SAS macro
(%saspairs_variable_sibship_size) will compute the TYPE=CORR
data set using the weight N(h – 1) where N = total number of families for a sibship
type and h = the harmonic mean of sibship size.

• As is all SASPairs commands, data set definition commands are not case
sensitive. Hence, TYPE=CORR and Type=Corr are equivalent.

• The number of spaces between words in a command is irrelevant. Hence,
TYPE=CORR is equivalent to TYPE =   CORR.

• You can trick SASPairs into fitting a model to data on individuals by using a
TYPE=CORR data set. See Example 12.8: Fitting Models to Data on
Individuals.

2.2.3 Dataset Definition Commands: Relationship Data Set
The Relationship Data Set must be specially constructed for SASPairs. Each

observation in the data set gives information about a pair of relatives.  The Relationship
Data Set must contain the following variables:

• Relative1: A positive integer between 1 and 99 giving the relationship code
for the first member of a pair. The value of Relative1 must agree with the
value of the Relationship Variable (for a phenotypic data set) or
Relative1 (for a TYPE=CORR data set).

• Relative2: A positive integer between 1 and 99 giving the relationship code
for the first member of a pair. The value of Relative2 must agree with the
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value of the Relationship Variable (for a phenotypic data set) or
Relative2 (for a TYPE=CORR data set).

• Label1: a character string giving a label for Relative1.

• Label2: a character string giving a label for Relative2.

• Gamma_A: The correlation between additive genetic values of the pair.

• Gamma_C: The correlation between common environment values of the pair.

• Gamma_D: The correlation between dominance values of the pair.

Figure 2.2 gives the SAS code for creating a Relationship Data Set and Table 2.3 gives a
listing of that data set.

Figure 2.2 Example Code for Creating a Relationship Data Set.

data spothstf.twins_sex_differences;
length Relative1 Relative2 3.0 label1 label2 $8;
input Relative1 Relative2 Label1 $ Label2 $ Gamma_a

 Gamma_c Gamma_d;
datalines;
1 1 mz_f mz_f 1 1 1
2 2 dz_f dz_f 0.5 1 0.25
3 3 mz_m mz_m 1 1 1
4 4 dz_m dz_m 0.5 1 0.25
5 6 dzos_f dzos_m 0.5 1 0.25
run;

Table 2.3 Example of a Relationship Data Set.

Relative1 Relative2 Label1 Label2 Gamma_A Gamma_C Gamma_D
1 1 mz_f mz_f 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 2 dz_f dz_f 0.5 1.0 0.25
3 3 mz_m mz_m 1.0 1.0 1.0
4 4 dz_m dz_m 0.5 1.0 0.25
5 6 dzos_f dzos_m 0.5 1.0 0.25
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Notes:
• All pairs found in the phenotypic data set or in the TYPE=CORR data set must be

found in the Relationship Data Set. The converse, however, is not required—the
Relationship Data Set may contain codes that are not present in the data set for
analysis. For example, Relationship Data Set twins_sex_differences in
Figure 2.2 and Table 2.2 may still be used when the analysis is restricted to same
sex twins.

• Values for Relative1 and Relative2 cannot be greater than 99.
• To maintain consistency with all SASPairs macros, SASPairs always requires that

the value of Relative1 be less than or equal to the value of Relative2. If
this is not the case in a user’s Relationship Data Set, then SASPairs internally
swaps the values of Relative1 and Relative2 along with the Labels.

• It is advisable to save the Relationship Data Set as a permanent SAS data set.

2.2.4 The Same Command

The first command after a Begin Datasets may be the phrase Same. For example,

Begin Datasets
Same

End Datasets

With the Same command, SASPairs will use the dataset definitions given in the previous
call to a SASPairs macro. If the Same command is used in the very first call to a
SASPairs macro, then a fatal error occurs. Dataset definitions after the Same command
are ignored. If the Same command is placed after any other dataset definition command,
then a fatal error occurs. The Same command in most useful for interactive processing.
(See 3.6 Interactive SASPairs, Figure 7.6, and Example 12.9 for more information
about interactive SASPairs processing.) Note that the Same command cannot be used if
there was a fatal error in the previous call to a SASPairs macro. Upon a fatal error,
SASPairs reinitializes, destroying all previous dataset definitions.

2.3 Model Definition Commands
Model definition commands are included between a BEGIN MODEL statement

and an END MODEL statement.  Note that there are two forms for the Begin Model
statement.

Syntax:

Begin Model title

title = any character string. Although the title is optional and is used only to label output,
it should be included, especially when several models are fitted to the data.

Begin Model DATA=data_set_name
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data_set_name = an existing SAS data set that conforms to a SASPairs Model Data Set.
A SASPairs Model Data Set is the same as a SASPairs Data Set except that it need not
contain Dataset Definition commands.

The general logic of model definition commands is as follows. First, define the
matrices that will be used in the model. These matrices are defined between the Begin
Matrices and the End Matrices statements.  Next, define the constraints, starting
values, and fixed values for elements of the matrices previously defined.  These
constraints, starting values, and fixed values are given in a series of commands between a
Begin Mx and an End Mx statement. Finally, a series of PROC IML statements are
given to calculate predicted covariance matrices from the model matrices. The IML
statements are included between a Begin IML and an End IML statement.

Notes:
• If the first phrase on the right hand side of a Begin Model statement is DATA=

(irrespective of the number of spaces), then SASPairs reads the model definition
statements from that SAS data set. For example in the statement

Begin Model data = spmdslib.acu

SASpairs will use all the models specified in the SAS data set acu. See 7.0
Model Data Set Libraries for more information on using models from other
SASPairs data sets.

• If DATA= is specified on the Begin Model statement, then the End Model
statement is optional.

The SASPairs Data Set may include any number of model definitions.  When the
Begin Model DATA= form is not used, then the model must include the following
three sets of commands:

(1) Matrix definition commands
(2) Mx definition commands
(3) IML definition commands

Each of these is explained below.

2.3.1 Matrix Definition Commands
Matrix definition commands must be included between a BEGIN MATRICES

and an END MATRICES phrase.  Matrix definition commands serve two purposes: (1)
they give the names of parameter matrices, the type of matrices, and the matrix
dimensions; and (2) they give a list of matrices that will be passed into the user’s IML
module that will calculate predicted statistics.  The major reason for including matrices
that do not include free parameters in the Matrix Definitions is to have them printed
and/or available to the user after the relevant SASPairs macro has terminated.

There are two forms of a matrix definition command. The first gives a matrix
name, its type, and its dimensions. The second uses the keyword Same.
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Syntax:

matrix_name  <matrix_type>  <number_of_rows>  <number_of_columns>

or

Same

matrix_name = any valid SAS variable name with the exception of the reserved matrix
names listed in Table 2.4.

matrix_type = character variable of length 1 giving the type of the matrix; see Table 2.5
for a valid list of matrix types and their default values.  If a matrix_name is the name of a
default matrix (see 2.3.1.2 Default Matrices below) that has a default matrix type, then
matrix type does not have to be specified.

number_of_rows = either a positive integer giving the number of rows for the matrix or
one of the following strings: &np, &np2, &ng, &nc. The strings are pseudo macro
variables and are replaced by numbers when SASPairs encounters them. See Table 2.6
for an explanation of these strings. If a matrix_name is the name of a default matrix (see
2.3.1.2 Default Matrices below) that has a default value for the number of rows, then the
number of rows does not have to be specified.

number_of_columns = either a positive integer giving the number of columns for the
matrix or one of the following strings: &np, &np2, &ng. See Table 2.6 for an
explanation of these strings.  If a matrix_type = C, S, or L then the number of columns
will be set to the number of rows, and the number of columns does not have to be present.
If a matrix_name is the name of a default matrix (see 2.3.1.2 Default Matrices below)
that has a default value for the number of columns, then the number of columns does not
have to be specified.
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Table 2.4 Reserved Matrix Names in SASPairs.

autoreg bad_f_value badhess badsolution
block can_change cov_mats count
current_model delta dethess detpre
df diag dif difm
equality_constraints f fdet flag
free fstart ftemp1 ftemp2
ftemp3 fval f_scale gamma
gamma_a gamma_c gamma_d gtol
i index_remove_sscp index_remove_sumx index_sscp
index_sumx index_x invpre label
log_likelihood maxlen mnames mean_vecs
mean_vector minev model_names model_output_label
model_position mtype ncols nrows
number_of_models number_of_parameters n_configs n_cov
n_covariates n_nomiss n_phenotypes n_rel
n_remove_sscp n_remove_sumx n_var nbad
ncheck nq nzero obs
offdiag opt order p1
p1cv p2 p2cv pairnum
pair_number parm_label parm_value pn
pre prem preinv printmeans
quad r12 rcode rcodes
rel1 rel2 rel_label rel_pheno
remove_sscp remove_sumx rowlabel same
sample_size save_fit_indices span sscp
start stop su20 sumx
svarnames tcopt thisf thismeans
thispre thisremove thissscp thissumx
thistrace varnames vccv whereinx
x0 xres xstart

Table 2.5 Matrix Types.

matrix_type
Code Type of matrix Required Dimensions

C Correlation Number of rows
S Symmetric Number of rows
D Diagonal Number of rows
L Lower Diagonal Number of rows
V Vector Number of rows if a column vector; number of

rows and number of columns if a row vector
U Unspecified Number of rows and number of columns
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Table 2.6 Pseudo Macro Variables to Dimension Matrices.

String Operation:
&np Number of phenotypes
&np2 Twice the number of phenotypes (i.e., the number of phenotypic variables in

the covariance matrix for relative pairs)
&ng The number of groups = the number of relative pairs in either the Phenotypic

Data Set or the TYPE=CORR Data Set. This cannot be used to dimension
matrices when the model is fitted to raw data.

&nc The number of covariates.

Notes:
• For matrices of type C, S, D, and L, the number of columns is automatically set to

the number of rows, so the number of columns is not required.
• All matrices defined by matrix definitions commands default to matrices of free

parameters with starting values close to 01. Fixed matrices must be explicitly
fixed by the Mx FI command (see below).

Example:

In the matrix definitions

Begin Matrices
A S &np
B U &np 1
means U &ng &np2

End Matrices

matrix A is a symmetric matrix where the number of rows equal the number of
phenotypes in the analysis. B is a column vector with the number of rows equal to the
number of phenotypes in the analysis. Finally, means is a matrix in which the number of
rows equals the number of unique relative pairs in the data set and the number of columns
equals twice the number of phenotypes for analysis.

2.3.1.1 Same Command

If the first command after Begin Matrices is the phrase Same, then
SASPairs uses the matrices that were defined in the previous model. If the Same

                                                  
1 The starting value for a parameter that has not been explicitly given a starting value is set to the square
root of the square root of machine precision. Usually, this will result in a value close to .0001. Depending
on the problem at hand, starting values of exactly 0 run the risk that the numerical differentiation interval
may be so small that it returns a first derivative of 0 for the parameter.
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command is placed after a matrix is defined, the phrase will be interpreted as a matrix
name and an error will result.

The Same command cannot be used for the very first SASPairs data set processed
by a SASPairs macro.  This will results in a fatal error. The Same command, however,
may be used in subsequent SASPairs data sets after a SASPairs macro has been called.
For example, if the SASPairs data set my_first_ds has been processed successfully,
then SASPairs data set my_second_data set may contain the Same command. Note
that the Same command cannot be used under the following two conditions:

• If there was a fatal error in the previous step.
• If any one of the dataset definitions have changed from the previous call to the

SASPairs macro.
To understand the Same command, it is necessary to know something about Mx

Definitions, a topic covered in the next section. Hence, one should read that section first
to understand the operation of the Same command.

You may define matrices after the Same command, provided that those matrices
were not defined in the previous model. For example, the statements

Begin Matrices
Same
Lambda L &np
Whatever U &ng &np

End Matrices

will add matrices Lambda and Whatever to the matrices defined in the previous
model.

With the Same command, matrix elements that were fixed in the previous model
remain fixed and matrix elements that were free in the previous model remain free.
Equality constraints imposed by the EQ command (see below), however, will not be
maintained. Note that these rules may result in unintended consequences. For example,
suppose that the first model specified an equality constraint for the diagonals of a matrix:

EQ Diag(square_matrix)

If the Same command is used in the next model, then all of the diagonal elements of
square_matrix except for the first remain fixed. These diagonal elements, however,
are no longer constrained to equal the first diagonal element and will maintain their
values that were returned at end of the optimization of the first model. The simplest
solution to this potential difficulty is to re-impose the equality constraints in the Mx
definitions.

With the Same command, the values of all elements of the matrices defined in the
previous model are the final parameter estimates, including the values calculated by the
user in the IML code. Unless you deliberate change a value using the Mx Commands ST,
VA, FI or MA, the final parameter estimates from the previous model will be used as
starting values (for free parameters) and fixed values (for fixed parameters).
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See Example 12.2: Illustration of the Same Convention: Simplex Models and
Example 12.9: Interactive SASPairs for illustrations of the Same command.

2.3.1.2 Default Matrices
A series of default matrix names along with default types and default dimensions

is embedded in SASPairs. For example, VA is a default matrix name.  The matrix type for
VA defaults to an S (symmetric) matrix with the number of rows equal to the number of
phenotypes.

Default matrices that begin with the letter V may be treated as variance
components matrices. The letter following the letter V denotes the type of matrix.  The
possible second letters and their suggested meanings are: A = additive genetic; D =
dominance genetic; C = common environment; U = unique environment; E =
environment. A series of other default matrices add a third letter (either f or m) to denote
sex. For example, VAf is the additive genetic covariance matrix for females and VUm is
the unique environment covariance matrix for males.

Default matrices beginning with the letter F may be used as factor pattern
matrices.  Once again, the second letter denotes the type of variable to which the factor
matrix may be applied and the third letter—if present—denotes sex. Thus, FA is the
factor pattern matrix for additive genetic values, and FCf is the factor pattern matrix for
common environmental values for females.  The argument matrix_type must be specified
for an F matrix. The number of rows for an F matrix defaults to the number of
phenotypes, but the number of columns must be specified.

Default matrices beginning with the letter R may be used to denote the correlation
matrix between factors (or, for that matter, between any other variables in the model).
The second and third letters take on the same meaning as they do for V or F matrices.  R
matrices default to matrix_type = C.  The number of rows must be specified for an R
matrix.

Default matrices beginning with the letter S may be used to denote specifics in a
factor model, in an autoregressive model, or any other diagonal matrix. The second and
third letters take on the same meaning as they do for V, F or R matrices.  S matrices are
diagonal with the number of rows set to the number of phenotypes.

Table 2.7 lists all default matrices.

Notes:
• SASPairs provides the default matrices as a convenience. The program checks

neither the use of these matrices nor their application to parameters. Hence, one
could use the default matrix name VA to refer to, say, a unique environmental
matrix.

• Attempts to change a default value for a default matrix (unless the value is
indicated by a ? in Table 2.7) are ignored and a warning message is printed.  For
example, the matrix definition
VA  D  5
cannot be used to change default matrix VA to a diagonal matrix.  Similarly, VA
will have 5 rows and columns only when there are 5 phenotypes being analyzed.
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Table 2.7 Default Matrix Names, Matrix Types and Dimensions.

The term &np refers to the number of phenotypes in the data. A question mark (?)
denotes that no default value is set.

Variance Components: Factor Pattern:
Matrix
Name

Matrix
Type

N
Rows

N
Cols

Matrix
Name

Matrix
Type

N
Rows

N
Cols

VA S &np &np FA ? &np ?
VC S &np &np FC ? &np ?
VD S &np &np FD ? &np ?
VU S &np &np FU ? &np ?
VE S &np &np FE ? &np ?
VAf S &np &np FAf ? &np ?
VAm S &np &np FAm ? &np ?
VCf S &np &np FCf ? &np ?
VCm S &np &np FCm ? &np ?
VDf S &np &np FDf ? &np ?
VDm S &np &np FDm ? &np ?
VUf S &np &np FUf ? &np ?
VUm S &np &np FUm ? &np ?
VEf S &np &np FEf ? &np ?
VEm S &np &np FEm ? &np ?

(Interfactor) Correlation Matrix: Specific Variances:
Matrix
Name

Matrix
Type

N
Rows

N
Cols

Matrix
Name

Matrix
Type

N
Rows

N
Cols

RA C ? ? SA D &np &np
RC C ? ? SC D &np &np
RD C ? ? SD D &np &np
RU C ? ? SU D &np &np
RE C ? ? SE D &np &np
RAf C ? ? SAf D &np &np
RCm C ? ? SAm D &np &np
RCf C ? ? SCf D &np &np
RCm C ? ? SCm D &np &np
RDf C ? ? SDf D &np &np
RDm C ? ? SDm D &np &np
RUf C ? ? SUf D &np &np
RUm C ? ? SUm D &np &np
REf C ? ? SEf D &np &np
REm C ? ? SEm D &np &np
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2.3.2 Mx Definition Commands
Mx definition commands must be included between a BEGIN MX and an END

MX phrase.  Most of these are a subset of commands used in the Mx program (Neale et
al., 2002), so the meaning of the commands will be transparent to those familiar with Mx.
These commands serve two purposes: (1) to place constraints on the matrix elements in
the matrices previously defined by the Matrix Definitions commands; and (2) to provide
values to matrix elements other than 0.

Syntax:

mx_command     arguments

mx_command  = one and only one of the following: FR, FI, CO, ST, VA, EQ, PA or MA.
The syntax for each of these commands is given below.

argument = a number and/or a list of matrix elements.  To understand the arguments for
the commands, it is first necessary to explain the syntax for specifying matrix elements.

2.3.2.1 References to Matrix Elements
Matrix elements may be referred to in one of three ways:

1) A matrix name (e.g., VA).  When only a matrix name is given, the Mx command
is applied to the whole matrix. For example, FI VC fixes all the elements of
matrix VC.

2)  A matrix name followed by a list of elements (e.g., VA  2 1  3 2  4 3).
The Mx command operates on only those elements in the list.

3) A special function that specifies elements of a matrix (e.g., Diag(VA) ), The
Mx command is applied only to those elements referred to by the specific
function. Arguments to a special function must be enclosed in parentheses. Valid
functions and their syntax are:

• Diag(matrix_name).  Refers to the diagonals of an S, D, or L matrix or to
a U matrix where the number of rows equals the number of columns. matrix_name
must be a valid matrix defined in a matrix definition command.

• Offdiag(matrix_name). Refers to the offdiagonal elements in a C, S, or
L matrix or to a U matrix where the number of rows equals the number of
columns. matrix_name must be a valid matrix defined in a matrix definition
command.

• Block (matrix_name  starting_row  starting_column_ ending_row
ending_column). Refers to a rectangular block within a matrix. . matrix_name
must be a valid matrix defined in a matrix definition command.  For example,
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Block (VU 3 1 5 3) refers to the block in matrix VU that contains the
following elements of VU: 3 1, 3 2, 3 3, 4 1, 4 2, 4 3, 5 1,
5 2, 5 3.

• Autoreg (matrix_name  order). Refers to the elements of an
autoregressive process of order order as specified in matrix W in the equation x =
Wx + … .  . matrix_name must be a valid matrix defined in a matrix definition
command.  For example, if matrix W is defined as a (5 by 5) matrix, then
Autoreg(W 1) refers to elements 2 1, 3 2, 4 3, and 5 4 and Autoreg(W
2) refers to elements 3 1, 4 2, and 5 3.  (The term “simplex” is commonly
used in behavioral genetics to denote an autoregressive process of order = 1).
Note that the order specifies only a single diagonal “line” in the matrix and does
not refer to the diagonals above it.  For example, Autoreg (W 3) refers only to
elements 4 1 and 5 2 in matrix W.

References to matrix elements may be mixed in a single argument.  For example,
the list of matrix elements in the command

ST  2.0  Diag(FE)  VC 2 1   3 2  VA

is valid. The command will start the diagonal elements of matrix VE, elements (2,1) and
(3,2) in matrix VC and all the elements in VA at 2.0.

The CO, PA, and MA commands do not permit certain methods of referencing
matrix elements. Please see the documentation for these commands below.

2.3.2.2 FR Command

Syntax:

FR list_of_matrix_elements

list_of_matrix_elements = a list of matrix elements as specified in Matrix Elements
above.

Operation: Sets the specified matrix elements to free parameters.

2.3.2.3 FI Command

Syntax:

FI     <value>      list_of_matrix_elements
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value = a numeric value in SAS w.d format. If value is not specified, then the
list_of_elements are fixed to the values given in the most recent Mx command. If value is
not given and a matrix element has not assigned a value by a previous Mx command,
then the value is set to 0.

list_of_matrix_elements = a list of matrix elements as specified in Matrix Elements
above.

Operation: Sets the specified matrix elements to fixed parameters with value value.

2.3.2.4 CO Command

Syntax:

CO list_of_matrix_names

list_of_matrix_names = any one or more of the following default matrices: VA, FA, SA,
VU, FU, SU,VE,FE,SE. These default matrices may have the suffix f or m. For
example, start values may be computed for matrices VAf or FEm (but see Notes below).
Functions Diag, Offdiag, Block, and Autoreg cannot be used with the CO
command. Neither can individual matrix elements—e.g., VA 2 1—be referenced.

Operation: Computes starting values using the observed covariance matrices.  The
starting values are meant to provide a feasible starting vector for a number of different
models, and hence, they have some unusual features. Please refer to the notes below.

Notes:
• Starting values for VA are simply the weighted average of the covariance matrices

between the pairs of relatives.  The weight for each matrix is the sample size
multiplied by the value of gamma_a for that pair of relatives.

• Starting values for VU are the weighted average of the phenotypic covariance
matrices, the weight being the sample size. This is not an estimate of VU. Rather,
this set of starting value guarantees that the diagonal blocks of a predicted
covariance matrix are much larger than the off-diagonal blocks in the initial call
to the minimizer.

• Matrices FA and FU (or FE) are computed from, respectively, the starting values
for VA and VU.  The rules for their starting values depend on the type of matrix.
If FA is a lower diagonal (L) matrix, then the starting values are the Cholesky
factors of VA. (If the starting values for VA do not give a positive definite matrix,
then FA becomes a diagonal matrix of the square roots of the positive diagonal
elements of VA.).  If FA is diagonal, then FA contains the square roots of the
positive diagonal elements of VA. If FA is unspecified (U) or a vector (V), then the
starting values are the eigenvectors of VA scaled by the square root of the
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eigenvalues. (If an eigenvalue of VA is less than or equal to 0, then the starting
value for that column in FA is the raw eigenvector).

•  Be very cautious in using automatic starting values for FA or FU when fitting
models with more than one factor or models with several fixed loadings of 0 on
the first factor.  The Mx FI command should always be used after the CO
command to fix the hypothesized loadings.

• Starting values for SA and for SU (or SE) are the diagonals of, respectively, the
starting values of VA and VU.

• Starting values for matrices with the suffix f or m are the same as those for a
matrix without the suffix. For example, the starting values for matrices VA, VAm,
and VAm will all be the same.

2.3.2.5 ST Command

Syntax:

ST     value      list_of_matrix_elements

value = a numeric value in SAS w.d format.

list_of_matrix_elements = a list of matrix elements as specified in Matrix Elements
above.

Operation: Sets the values of the matrix element to value.  This command should be
used to provide starting values or to set the values of fixed parameters to something other
than 0.  This command is identical to the VA command.

2.3.2.6 VA Command

Syntax:

VA     value      list_of_matrix_elements

value = a numeric value in SAS w.d format.

list_of_matrix_elements = a list of matrix elements as specified in Matrix Elements
above.

Operation: Sets the values of the matrix element to value.  This command should be
used to provide starting values or to set the values of fixed parameters to something other
than 0. This command is identical to the ST command.
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2.3.2.7 EQ Command

Syntax:

EQ   list_of_matrix_elements

Operation: Constraints the matrix elements to be equal. This command operates
according to the logic in Mx.  The first matrix element in the list is a reference element
and all remaining elements in the list take their status as free or fixed parameters and their
values from the first element.

Be very cautious in using multiple EQ statements in which the same matrix
element is found in more than one statement. For example, consider the following
statements:

EQ FA 1 1   2 1   3 1   4 1
EQ FE 1 1  FA 1 1
FI 1.0 FE 1 1

The first EQ statement constrains the factor loadings for the first factor in FA to be equal.
If element FA 1 1 is free, then FA 2 1, FA 3 1, and FA 4 1 will all take on the
value of FA 1 1 during the optimization process.  In the second EQ statement, FA 1 1
will take on the fixed or free status of FE 1 1.  The third statement fixes the value of FE
1 1 to 1.0.  But this will also fix the value of FA 1 1 to 1.0 and hence, the value of all
the other loadings on the first FA factor to 1.0.

To keep the command consistent with its use in Mx, the EQ command will not
equate matrices. Hence, the command

EQ  VA  Lambda

will make all elements in matrices VA and Lambda equal to the first element in VA.

Examples:

EQ  VA 1 1  VE 1 1

tests the hypothesis that additive genetic variance for the first variable equals the
environmental variance for that variable.

EQ Diag(VC)

constrains the diagonal elements of VC to be equal.
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2.3.2.8 PA Command

Syntax:

PA matrix_name
list_of_values

matrix_name is the name of a matrix defined in the matrix definition step. Functions
Diag, Offdiag, Block, and Autoreg cannot be used with the PA command. Neither
can individual matrix elements—e.g., VA 2 1—be referenced.

list_of_values is a series of integers that determine whether an element of matrix_name
will be free or fixed.  A value of 0 denotes that the element will be fixed; any value other
than 0 denotes that the parameter will be free.

Notes:
• Only elements that have the potential to be free may be referred to in a PA

statement and those elements that are specified must follow Mx syntax.  Hence,
for a matrix of type C (correlation matrix) only those elements below the diagonal
are read; for S (symmetric) and L (lower diagonal) matrices, only those elements
in the lower triangle of the matrix are read; and for a D matrix, only diagonal
elements are read.

Examples:

Assume that FC was defined as an L matrix.  Then the statement

PA FC
1
1 1
1 1 0
1 1 0 0

fixes the loadings on the last two factors.

2.3.2.9 MA Command

Syntax:

MA matrix_name
list_of_values
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matrix_name is the name of a matrix defined in the matrix definition step. Functions
Diag, Offdiag, Block, and Autoreg cannot be used with the MA command. Neither
can individual matrix elements—e.g., VA 2 1—be referenced.

list_of_values is a series of real numbers that may be starting values (when the
appropriate element of matrix_name is free) or fixed values (when the element in
matrix_name is fixed). All values must be in the SAS w.d form.

Notes:
• Only elements that have the potential to be free may be referred to in a MA

statement and those elements that are specified must follow Mx syntax. Hence,
for a matrix of type C (correlation matrix) only those elements below the diagonal
are read; for S (symmetric) and L (lower diagonal) matrices, only those elements
in the lower triangle of the matrix are read; and for a D matrix, only diagonal
elements are read.

Examples:

Assume that FC was defined as an L matrix to contain the Cholesky factors of VC.  Then
the statement

MA FC
0.4
0.2 0.5
0.3 0.1 0.0
0.2 0 2 0.0 0.0

provides starting values to matrix FC.

2.3.3 IML Definitions

IML definitions are located between the BEGIN IML and the END IML phrases.
If the first phrase following the Begin IML statement is Same, then the IML statements
from the previous model in the SASPairs Data Set are used. Any statements following
Same are ignored (except, of course, for the End IML statement).

The Same command cannot be used for the very first SASPairs data set processed
by a SASPairs macro.  This will results in a fatal error. The Same command, however,
may be used in subsequent SASPairs data sets after a SASPairs macro has been called.
For example, if the SASPairs data set my_first_ds has been processed successfully,
then SASPairs data set my_second_data set may contain the Same command. Note
that the Same command cannot be used under the following two conditions:

• If there was a fatal error in the previous step.
• If any one of the dataset definitions have changed from the previous call to the

SASPairs macro.
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Otherwise, all IML definitions must be valid SAS IML code. This code is simply
copied verbatim from the SASPairs Data Set and then pasted into an IML module that is
called during the calculation of a function value.  Consequently, semicolons are
mandatory in this section to delimit the IML statements.  Any code that is valid in IML
may be included in the IML definitions. Hence, all SAS and IML functions are available.
A user may also define IML modules in this section.

The pseudo macro variables listed in Table 2.6 may also be used in the IML
definitions. For example, the statement

invimb = Inv(I(&np) – B);

is valid. SASPairs will substitute the appropriate number for the pseudo macro variable
before constructing the IML module.

2.3.3.1 The Call to predicted_stats
The  IML module into which the IML definitions are inserted is called

predicted_stats and is defined as:

start predicted_stats (pair_number, relative1, relative2,
      gamma_a, gamma_c, gamma_d, p1, p2, r12, p1cv,
      p2cv, vccv, mean_vector, bad_f_value)
      GLOBAL (&global_arg1);
<users IML statements is inserted here>
finish predicted_stats;

The arguments to the module are:

• pair_number = numeric value indicating the ordinal number of the unique pair
type being called in a single function evaluation.  For example, if the data set
consisted of adoptive sib pairs (with a relationship variable of, say, 5) and
nonadoptive sibs (with a relationship variable of 6), then predicted_stats
will be called twice in a function evalution. In the first call, pair_number = 1
and the predicted covariance matrix blocks for adoptive sibs will be requested. In
the second call, pair_number = 2 and the predicted covariance matrix blocks
for nonadoptive sibs will be requested. Some constants over different types of
relative pairs may be calculated and saved when pair_number = 1 in order to
avoid performing the same calculations for all types of pairs (but see below for
some problems that might be encountered doing this.)

• relative1 = numeric relationship variable for the first relative of a pair. The
value of relative1 is the one given in the Relationship Data Set.

• relative2 = numeric relationship variable for the second relative of a pair. The
value of relative2 is the one given in the Relationship Data Set.
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• gamma_a = correlation between the additive genetic values for this pair of
relatives.

• gamma_c = correlation between the common environmental values for this pair
of relatives.

• gamma_d = correlation between the dominance genetic values for this pair of
relatives.

• p1 = within-person phenotypic covariance matrix for the first relative of a pair (to
be calculated by the user).

• p2 = within-person phenotypic covariance matrix for the second relative of a pair
(to be calculated by the user).

• r12 = phenotypic covariance matrix between relative1 and relative2 (to be
calculated by the user).

• p1cv = within-person covariance matrix block between the phenotypes of the
first member of a pair and the covariates (to be calculated by the user when
covariates are in the model).

• p2cv = within-person covariance matrix block between the phenotypes of the
second member of a pair and the covariates (to be calculated by the user when
covariates are in the model).

• vccv = variance-covariance matrix for the covariates (to be calculated by the
user when covariates are in the model).

• mean_vector = a vector of means for relative1 and relative2 (to be calculated
by the user when means are in the model). The first elements in mean_vector
must be those for relative1 followed by the means for relative2. See Example
12.5: Project Model Data Sets: Selected Samples for an example that fits means
to data.

• bad_f_value = a scalar with a value of 0 on input. If the parameter values
would generate an illegal mathematical operation (e.g., the square root of a
negative number), then set bad_f_value to 1. When bad_f_value = 1, the
function value returned to the minimizer is a missing value.

• &global_arg1 = a SAS macro variable containing all the matrices specified in
the matrix definition commands.
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In a single function calculation, module predicted_stats is called once for
each pair of relatives in the data set.  The ordering of the calls follows the sorted value of
relative1 and relative2 as found in the data set.  Suppose that the numeric codes
1 through 4 indicated same-sex twins while 5 denoted an opposite-sex DZ female and 6,
an opposite-sex DZ male.  Then module predicted_stats will be called five times
in a single function evaluation.  The first four calls would be for the same-sex twins. On
the fifth call, the value of relative1 would be 5 and the value of relative2 would
be 6.

The code in the IML module must always calculate the values of P1, P2, and
R12 for the appropriate pair of relatives.  If covariates are present, then the code must
always calculate the values of P1CV, P2CV, and VCCV for that pair of relatives. When
means are modeled, then the code must always calculate mean_vector for that pair of
relatives.

2.3.3.2 Order of Relatives in Call to predicted_stats
In the call to predicted_stats, the value of Relative1 will always be less

than or equal to the value of Relative2, irrespective of the order of the
Relationship Variable in a Phenotypic Data Set, the order of Relative1 and
Relative2 in a TYPE=CORR Data Set, or the order of Relative1 and
Relative2 in a Relationship Data Set. Hence, if the Relationship Data Set had the
following observation

Relative1 Relative2 Label1 Label2 Gamma_a Gamma_c Gamma_d
6 5 dzos_m dzos_f 0.5 1.0 0.25

the call to predicted_stats will be Relative1 = 5 and Relative2 = 6.  All if—then
statements in the IML Definitions must conform to this use (see 8.3 If—Then
Statements).

2.3.3.3 Order of Variables in the Predicted Matrices
SASPairs orders the variables as: (1) phenotypes of the first member of a twin

pair, (2) phenotypes of the second member of a twin pair, and (3) covariates. The
ordering of the phenotypes is taken from the order of the argument of the Dataset
Definition command Phenotypes for Analysis (or the ordering in the argument
to the TYPE=CORR Variables command if the data set is a TYPE=CORR data set).
The ordering of the covariates is taken from the order in the arguments to the
Covariates command.

2.3.3.4 2.3.1.4 Selective Calculation of Matrix Blocks
Variable pair_number may be used to perform calculations that do not have to

be repeated in subsequent calls for the same function evaluation. For example, in many
models the value of the predicted within-individual covariance matrix will not change
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from one relative pair to another. Hence, p1 and p2 could be calculated only during the
initial call to predicted_stats.

Caution, however, should be exercised because IML will retain the values of
only those matrices specified in the definition of module predicted_stats.
Specifically, only the values of p1, p2, r12, p1cv, p2cv, vccv, and the
matrices defined in the matrix definition commands will be retained when
pair_number > 1.  Any other matrix defined when pair_number = 1 will not exist
in subsequent calls when pair_number > 1, and any reference to the aforementioned
matrix will result in an IML error. Consider the code in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Example Code Illustrating Saved and Unsaved Matrices.

BEGIN MATRICES
VA
FE L

END MATRICES
BEGIN MX

ST 2 Diag(FE)
ST 4 Diag(VA)

END MX
BEGIN IML

if pair_number = 1 then do;
VE = fe * t(fe);
P1 = va + ve;
P2 = p1;

end;
R12 = gamma_a * va;

END IML

In the initial call to predicted_stats, the environmental covariance matrix
(VE) is calculated as the product of its Cholesky factors (matrix FE) and the transpose of
the matrix of Cholesky factors.  The phenotypic covariance matrix for the first individual
of this pair (p1) is then calculated as the sum of the parameter matrix VA and the just-
calculated VE. Finally, the phenotypic covariance matrix for the second individual of the
pair is set to that of the first relative (statement p2 = p1;).

In subsequent calls to predicted_stats, the value of pair_number is
greater than 1, so the if-then condition is not executed. Matrices p1 and p2 are still
available because they were calculated previously and are part of the arguments of
module predicted_stats, Matrix VA is also available because it is a parameter
matrix and is included in the set of parameter matrices defined by the macro name
&global_arg1.  Matrix VE, on the other hand, does not exist in calls when
pair_number > 1.

If you want to have a matrix that does not contain free parameters available to the
IML definitions, then specify it in the matrix definitions command and fix it in the Mx
commands. For example, consider the code in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Making a Fixed Matrix Available to IML Definitions.

BEGIN MATRICES
VA
FC L
VC
FE L

END MATRICES
BEGIN MX

ST 2 Diag(FE)
ST 4 Diag(VA)
FI VC

END MX
BEGIN IML

if pair_number=1 then do;
VC = fc * t(fc);
VE = fe * t(fe);
P1 = va + vc + ve;
P2 = p1;

end;
R12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;

END IML

Matrix VC is always available because it was defined in the matrix definitions command.
Matrix VE, however, exists only when pair_number = 1.

See section 9.0 The IML Language for a brief introduction to IML and for hints
on debugging your IML code.

2.4 Comments
Comments may appear anywhere in a model data set, except between the

following phrases:
• A Begin Datasets and an End Datasets phrase
• A Begin Matrices and an End Matrices phrase
• A Begin Mx and an End Mx phrase
• A Begin IML and an End IML phrase (unless the comment is a valid SAS

comment)
There are no syntax rules for comments except for those located between a

Begin IML and an End IML phrase which must be valid SAS comments.  Comments
may not start with any of the phrases that delimit sections of the program (i.e., Begin
Datasets, End Datasets, Begin Model, End Model, etc.). Figure 2.5
illustrates valid and invalid comments.
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Figure 2.5 Valid and Invalid Comments.
data good_and_bad_comments;

infile datalines4 truncover;
length card $80;
input card $char80.;

datalines4;
This is a valid comment.
BEGIN DATASETS

    PHENOTYPIC DATA SET : spothstf.twindata1
     FAMILY ID VARIABLE : twinpair

This is an invalid comment.
  RELATIONSHIP VARIABLE : zygosity2
PHENOTYPES FOR ANALYSIS : iq reading writing
  RELATIONSHIP DATA SET : spothstf.twins_no_sex_differences

END DATASETS
This is a valid comment.
BEGIN MODEL  VA, VC, FU
The following are all valid comments:
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
TO DO list
  (1) buy soap
  (2) buy deodorant
  (3) buy shampoo
  (4) buy mouthwash
  (5) buy breath mints
  (6) attend social skills training class
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
End of valid comments

begin matrices
va
vc

This is an invalid comment.
vu
fu L

end matrices
This is a valid comment.

begin mx
co va fu
fi vu

end mx
This is a valid comment.

begin iml
if pair_number = 1 then do;

* this is a valid comment;
vu = fu * t(fu);

This is an invalid comment.
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;

end;
/* this is a valid comment */
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;

end iml
END MODEL
;;;;
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3 Executing SASPairs
SASPairs is executed through a call to one of four macros. The choice of macro

depends on the type of data to which the model will be fitted. The syntax for the four
macros is identical

Syntax:

%SASPairs_macro_name (saspairs_data_set);

SASPairs_macro_name is the macro and may be one of the following:

• saspairs This fits models to either the observed covariance matrices
calculated from a phenotypic data set or the covariance matrices in a
TYPE=CORR data set.

• saspairs_means This fits models to either the observed covariance matrices
and the means calculated from a phenotypic data set or the covariance matrices
and the mean vectors in a TYPE=CORR data set.

• saspairs_raw_nomeans  This fits models to raw data without fitting means.

• saspairs_raw_means  This fits model to raw data where the models contain
means.

saspairs_data_set = name of a valid SAS data set containing the SASPairs dataset
definitions and model definitions. This data set must have previously been submitted to
SAS before the macro is called.

Notes:
• Only phenotypic data sets can be used with saspairs_raw_nomeans and

saspairs_raw_means.
• When saspairs_raw_nomeans is called, the temporary data set created from

the phenotypic data set is sorted by the Relationship Variable. Then a call to
PROC STANDARD by Relationship Variable is used to remove the
means. Standard deviations remain those in the original data set. The
standardization step may be omitted by setting SASPairs option Standardize
to NO, but in this case, the means must always have been previously removed. See
6.0 SASPairs Options.

Examples:

%saspairs (my_saspairs_data_set)
%saspairs_means (my_saspairs_data_set)
%saspairs_raw_nomeans (my_saspairs _data_set)
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%saspairs_raw_means (my_saspairs _data_set)

3.1 Choice of Macro
When models are to be fitted only to covariance matrices, try to use saspairs

because it is the most efficient macro The choice between saspairs and
saspairs_raw_nomeans should be made on the basis of the patterning of missing
data.  If there are few missing data points and if the missing data are random, then use
saspairs.  Use saspairs_raw_nomeans for data with considerable missing data
points or nonrandom patterns of missing values.  A classic case of nonrandom missing
values is the longitudinal study in which different cohorts are at different stages in the
data collection phase. Typically, missing values are more frequent in the later years than
in the initial years.

If means are to be modeled, then an analogous argument about missing values can
be made for the choice between saspairs_means and saspairs_raw_means.
Try to model means only when they are informative for the genetic model (e.g., having a
proband twin and a cotwin or expecting mean differences between MZ and DZ twins).
When twins are randomly selected from the general population, modeling the means is
usually unnecessary.

3.2 Required libnames, Paths and SAS Data Sets
SASPairs requires that two libnames be assigned before execution:

1. libname spimlsrc must be assigned to the directory (folder) containing the
SASPairs IML source code.

2. libname sproject can be assigned to any directory.
Optionally, one might also assign a libname to the directory (folder) that contains the
general model data sets that came with the SASPairs download (directory
SASPairs_MDS_Library) and a libname to the directory (folder) that contains the SAS
code and data sets for the Examples in this document (SASPairs_Other_Stuff).

SASPairs also requires that the SASAUTOS path contain the name of the directory
(folder) that contains the SASPairs macros and that the MAUTOSOURCE option be set.

If you executed the SASPairs macro %saspairs_install then statements
assigning the libnames  spimlsrc, sproject,  spmdslib (the SAS library for the
general model data sets), and spothstf (the SAS library with the code and data sets for
the examples)  as well as the SASAUTOS path to the macros were added to your
autoexec.sas file. Hence, all requirements for SASPairs will automatically be met
whenever you invoke an interactive SAS session.

Finally, SASPairs requires that SAS data sets default_matrices,
testuser1, testuser2, testuser3 and reserved_matrix_names be
present in the spimlsrc library. If you installed SASPairs using macro
%saspairs_install then these data sets were automatically placed in the proper
directory.
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If you did not install SASPairs using macro %saspairs_install then refer
to the section on Manual Installation in the document Installing SASPairs.

3.3 Interactive or Batch?
Because SAS can be run in interactive mode or batch mode, SASPairs can be run

in either of the same modes.  Interactive mode is always preferred for program
development—i.e., preparing and debugging SASPairs data sets. For execution, however,
batch mode may be preferred when there are a large number of parameters and/or when
models are fitted to raw data with a large number of pedigree configurations. How large
is large? That depends on the computing environment and one’s level of patience in
tolerating the fact that, when waiting for a program to finish execution, one second of
CPU time equals ten seconds of subjective time.

The SAS Institute is forthright in claiming that PROC IML and its optimization
routines are intended as programming conveniences, not as speed demons. Consequently,
optimization in SASPairs will take time. For smaller problems interactive mode works
well on desktop machines. For larger problems, consider batch submission.

Note that the batch submission requires that libnames and SASAUTOS paths
given in section 3.2 Required libnames and Paths for SASPairs be set. You may
explicitly state these in the .sas file submitted for batch processing. Or, if these are
included in the autoexec.sas file, then you can specify this file using the autoexec
option in the call to SAS. For example,

sas –autoexec name-of-autoexec.sas-file  name-of-submitted-.sas-file

For more information in the features available in interactive SASPairs, see 3.6
Interactive SASPairs below.

3.4 Reinitializing SASPairs
It is important to understand the logic used by SASPairs for initialization. The very

first time that any of the four SASPairs macros listed in 3 Executing SASPairs is
invoked, then SASPairs initializes by setting default values for certain macro variables,
checking whether SASPairs options have valid values, and removing all stored matrices
and IML modules. Subsequent calls to any of the four macros invoke an “initialization
check.” Here, SASPairs will reinitialize (i.e., remove all matrices from storage and set
default values for macro variables) only when a fatal error has occurred. In all other
cases, SASPairs must be reinitialized by the user.

The major situation in which a user must reinitialize SASPairs occurs when data
are changed or SASPairs options are changed in the middle of an interactive SAS session.
On repeated calls to SASPairs, SASPairs checks whether the current dataset definition
commands equal the previous set. If they do, then SASPairs does not calculate
intermediate quantities such as the covariance matrix and constants for the function. To
prevent SASPairs from processing a stale data set, you must reinitialize SASPairs if you
do either of the following two things between calls to SASPairs macros:

• change the value of any variables in the data set;
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• change any SASPairs options that apply to the data set (i.e., SASPairs options
vardef, missing_values, set_n_to or standardize (see 6.0
SASPairs Options).;

If you fail to reinitialize SASPairs, then you may continue to process quantities from the
old data set.

A second circumstance in which a user may wish to reinitialize SASPairs is
before entering interactive SASPairs mode. If you fail to reinitialize SASPairs, then the
program may append fit indices to those already in IML storage. When you decide to
print out a summary of the fitted models, then the previous models may be included with
the models of current interest. See 3.6 Interactive SASPairs.

To reinitialize SASPairs after it has been called for the first time, submit

%saspairs_initialize;

Note that when SASPairs is reinitialized, then all previous dataset definitions, matrices,
and IML modules are destroyed. Hence, the SASPairs data set submitted immediately
following a reinitialization cannot contain any Same commands. If you want to initialize
only the storage of fit indices when you are in interactive mode, then see 3.6.1
Reinitializing IML Storage of Fit Indices.

3.5 Deriving Quantities after Execution
After a SASPairs macro has completed execution, it is possible to call IML, load

the parameter matrices and then perform calculations. This is one way, for example, to
compute heritabilities. The names of the parameter matrices are given in the macro
variable &global_arg2. Hence, the statements

proc iml;
load &global_arg2;

will load all the parameter matrices from storage.  Figure 3.1 gives example code for
calculating quantities after an optimization step that involved elements of matrices VA,
VC, and VU. See also Example 12.3: Derived Quantities in SASPairs: Mediation
Models.

Figure 3.1 Calculating Derived Quantities.

proc iml;
load &global_arg2;
p = va + vc + vu;
hsq = va / p;
csq = vc / p;
usq = vu / p;
print hsq [format=8.3] ,, csq[format=8.3] ,,

 usq [format=8.3];
quit;
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Be cautious about storing matrices after calculating derived quantities. The names
of any stored matrices should not conflict with the reserved names for SASPairs matrices
(see Table 2.4). Otherwise, further calls to SASPairs may give unpredictable results.

3.6 Interactive SASPairs
Interactive use of SASPairs, its auxiliary macros (see 6.0 Auxillary SASPairs

Macros), and the Same commands can greatly assist in the process of data analysis. One
can run a macro, say %saspairs, on a single model, use auxiliary macros
%saspairs_refit and/or %saspairs_jiggle to tease the model into
convergence, and then store the fit indices for the converged model using
%saspairs_append_fit_indices.  One can then construct a new SASPairs data
set using the Same commands for the matrix definitions and IML definitions. The new
SASPairs data set may free a matrix fixed in the precious model, fix a matrix, or equate
certain parameter estimates. Again, macros %saspairs_refit and/or
%saspairs_jiggle may be used until one is satisfied about the convergence of the
second model. Macro %saspairs_append_fit_indices will add the fit indices of
this model to those of the first.  After several models have been fit, macro
%saspairs_print_summary can be invoked to print out a summary table of the
models. Figure 7.6 and Example 12.9 illustrate this procedure.

The macro %saspairs_print_to_log can also be useful in interactive
processing. This will print a parameter matrix (actually any numeric matrix) from IML
storage to the SAS Log where it can be copied and pasted into a SASPairs data set. If
there are convergence problems but you do not want to start all parameters at their
previous values, then invoke this macro for some of the parameter matrices, copy them
from the log, and paste them into a SASPairs data set after an Mx MA command to be
used as start values. You will have to remove the line number from the Log after the
paste operation.

Be careful about using the interactive macros after a series of previous calls to any
of the four SASPairs executable macros given in 3 Executing SASPairs. Depending on
the SASPairs data sets used in the previous calls, there may already be a series of fit
indices already stored. Consequently, invoking %saspairs_append_fit_indices
may add the current fit indices to those in storage. Hence, you may want to reinitialize
the storage of the fit indices during interactive processing. See the Notes below and 3.6.1
Reinitializing IML Storage of Fit Indices for more information.

The downside to interactive processing is that if a SASPairs or SAS error occurs
at any step along the way, then SASPairs will reinitialize and all intermediate results will
be lost. Hence, saving code and/or intermediate results is recommended in interactive
processing.

Notes:
• To prevent a comparison of models with apples and oranges, SASPairs

reinitializes storage of the fit indices when the current macro call is not the same
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as the previous macro call. For example, if you call %saspairs and store the fit
indices, and then call %saspairs_means, the fit indices from the call to
%saspairs as well as any previously stored fit indices will be destroyed.
SASPairs prints a warning after the output to the Dataset Definitions whenever
storage of the fit indices is reinitialized.

• When more than one model is fitted in a single SASPairs data set, then SASPairs
appends the fit indices for each model to those already in IML storage.
Consequently, if you submit a SASPairs data set with, say, three models, then
enter interactive mode, fit another model, and call
%saspairs_append_fit_indices, then there will be four—not one—sets
of fit indices in storage. If this is not desired, then either reinitialize SASPairs (see
3.4 Reinitializing SASPairs) or reinitialize storage of the fit indices (see below).

• As a general rule, write the IML code for the first model to be as general as
possible but fit as few as possible parameters to this model. In subsequent models,
free parameters. This philosophy of “start small, then expand” usually results in
better convergence than a “start big, then reduce” tactic.

3.6.1 Reinitializing IML Storage of Fit Indices
Reinitializing SASPairs destroys all previous dataset definitions, matrix

definitions, and IML definitions. If you want to reinitialize only the fit indices without
removing any of the aforementioned quantities, then submit

%let fit_indices_stored = 0;

to SAS. The very next call to %saspairs_append_fit_indices (or to a SASPairs
data set that contains more than one model) will begin storing the new fit indices.

4 SASPairs Output

SASPairs gives a large amount of output. The majority of the output is useful in
the debugging stage of writing a SASPairs Data Set (and also in testing SASPairs given
that the program is still in the development stage). At present, there is no mechanism for
regulating the amount of output, although that should change in the future.

The following pages give the output from the SASPairs Data Set in Figure 2.1.
Comments on the output are provided in text boxes. Note that as SASPairs undergoes
development, some of the output may be different from that given below.
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Example of SASPairs Output                                          1

---------------------------------------------------------------------
SASPairs Beta 1.0
Dataset Definitions:
SASPairs Data Set: example_model_1
---------------------------------------------------------------------

begin datasets
        PHENOTYPIC DATA SET = spothstf.twindata1
         FAMILY ID VARIABLE = twinpair
      RELATIONSHIP VARIABLE = zygosity1
    PHENOTYPES FOR ANALYSIS = iq reading writing
      RELATIONSHIP DATA SET = spothstf.twins_sex_differences
end datasets
begin model  VA, VC, VU
    begin matrices
        va
        vc
        chlu L &np
    end matrices
    begin mx
        st  5 diag(va)
        st 10 diag(chlu)
    end mx
    begin iml
        vu = chlu * t(chlu);
        p1 = va + vc + vu;
        p2 = p1;
        r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;
    end iml
end model

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Parsing Data Set Definitions in Model Data Set: example_model_1
---------------------------------------------------------------------

PHENOTYPIC DATA SET = spothstf.twindata1

FAMILY ID VARIABLE = twinpair

RELATIONSHIP VARIABLE = zygosity1

PHENOTYPES FOR ANALYSIS = iq reading writing

RELATIONSHIP DATA SET = spothstf.twins_sex_differences

Dataset Definitions Parsed Without Error.
New dataset definitions.
WARNING: Storage of fit indices with be reinitialized.
WARNING: Same command cannot be used in the data set in Begin Matrices.
WARNING: Same command cannot beused in the data set in Begin IML.

SASPairs echos the SASPairs data set omitting blank
lines but not comments.

As each command is parsed,
SASPairs echoes the command and,
if necessary, prints error messages
and warnings. At the end, it prints
some informational items.

SASPairs first parses the Dataset Definitions.
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Example of SASPairs Output                                            2

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Relationship Data Set: spothstf.twins_sex_differences
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Relative1 Relative2   Label1   Label2   gamma_a   gamma_c   gamma_d

        1         1     mz_f     mz_f         1         1         1
        2         2     dz_f     dz_f       0.5         1      0.25
        3         3     mz_m     mz_m         1         1         1
        4         4     dz_m     dz_m       0.5         1      0.25
        5         6   dzos_f   dzos_m       0.5         1      0.25

If this is the first call to SASPairs, then it will print the Relationship Data
Set. This will not be printed on subsequent calls when the data sets and variables
are the same as those in a prior call.
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Example of SASPairs Output                                            3
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Processing TYPE=CORR Data Set: saspairs_cov_data
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Relationships Found in TYPE=CORR Data Set: saspairs_cov_data
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Relative1 Relative2   Label1   Label2   gamma_a   gamma_c   gamma_d

        1         1     mz_f     mz_f         1         1         1
        2         2     dz_f     dz_f       0.5         1      0.25
        3         3     mz_m     mz_m         1         1         1
        4         4     dz_m     dz_m       0.5         1      0.25
        5         6   dzos_f   dzos_m       0.5         1      0.25

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Sample Size:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
  Label1   Label2   Minimum   Average   Maximum

    mz_f     mz_f       160     162.3       164
    dz_f     dz_f       165     166.8       169
    mz_m     mz_m       126     129.7       132
    dz_m     dz_m       104     107.5       110
  dzos_f   dzos_m       280     282.8       287

*** WARNING *** UNEQUAL SAMPLE SIZES BECAUSE OF MISSING VALUES.
                MINIMUM N WILL BE USED AS AN ESTIMATE OF N.

When a Phenotypic Data Set is input, SASPairs arranges the data into
pairs of relatives and constructs a TYPE=CORR data set called
saspairs_cov_data.  If this is the first call to SASPairs (or if it is a
subsequent call where a data set or a variable has been changed), then SASPairs
prints the results of constructing the covariance matrix.

Note that SASPairs uses the SAS default to deal with a covariance matrix
calculated from data with missing values by using the minimum N. The average
sample size and the maximum N are also output so that a user can judge whether
the minimum N is a satisfactory solution to missing values.  The sample size used
by SASPairs may be set by a user by specifying the set_n_to option. See 6.0
SASPairs Options.
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            covariance \ correlation matrix: mz_f with mz_f
             R1_iq R1_reading R1_writing    R2_iq R2_reading R2_writing

R1_iq      208.399      0.585      0.579    0.801      0.460      0.508
R1_reading  79.008     87.561      0.588    0.556      0.536      0.460
R1_writing  80.345     52.891     92.373    0.507      0.442      0.513
R2_iq      180.825     81.297     76.154  244.397      0.598      0.649
R2_reading  63.223     47.787     40.417   89.043     90.624      0.635
R2_writing  73.148     42.910     49.241  101.199     60.328     99.548

            covariance \ correlation matrix: dz_f with dz_f
             R1_iq R1_reading R1_writing    R2_iq R2_reading R2_writing

R1_iq      266.345      0.590      0.640    0.549      0.448      0.367
R1_reading  99.963    107.724      0.669    0.456      0.371      0.268
R1_writing 105.756     70.265    102.547    0.555      0.414      0.429
R2_iq      128.454     67.975     80.575  205.836      0.640      0.638
R2_reading  72.084     37.946     41.297   90.549     97.241      0.696
R2_writing  63.014     29.280     45.699   96.297     72.122    110.514

The observed covariance and correlation matrices are given for each type
of relative pair.

The remaining covariance matrices are omitted here.
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Example of SASPairs Output                                          5

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Model Definitions in Model Data Set: example_model_1
---------------------------------------------------------------------

begin model  VA, VC, VU

end model

Model Definitions Parsed without Error.

SASPairs next parses the Model Definitions. Here, it just looks for a
Begin Model and an End Model Statement to delimit the models. If there is a
Begin Model Data = statement, then SASPairs will insert the model(s) from
the data set referenced in that statement and print a note to that effect.
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Example of SASPairs Output                                            6

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Matrix Definitions in Model Data Set: example_model_1
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

begin model  VA, VC, VU
    begin matrices
        va
        vc
        chlu L &np
    end matrices
    begin mx
        st  5 diag(va)
        st 10 diag(chlu)
    end mx
    begin iml
        vu = chlu * t(chlu);
        p1 = va + vc + vu;
        p2 = p1;
        r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;
    end iml
end model

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Parsing BEGIN MATRIX Definitions for
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

        va

        vc

        chlu L 3

SASPairs then begins parsing the Model Definitions for the first model,
starting with the Matrix Definitions.

All the model statements are echoed. In case a
mistake is made in the Matrix Definitions, then a
user does not have to page back and forth in the
output.

As each matrix definition is parsed, it is echoed to
the output. Error messages and warnings may be
printed after the echoed statement.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
Matrices Definitions for
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Matrix  Default? Type    N_Rows    N_Cols    XStart     XStop

VA             1 S            3         3         1         9
VC             1 S            3         3        10        18
chlu           0 L            3         3        19        27

A summary of the matrix definitions is given, noting whether a matrix is a
default matrix, its type, and its dimensions.  XStart and XStop give the starting
and ending position of the matrix in the parameter vector. These quantities are
not important here.
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Example of SASPairs Output                                            7

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Mx Definitions in Model Data Set: example_model_1
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

begin model  VA, VC, VU
    begin matrices
        va
        vc
        chlu L 3
    end matrices
    begin mx
        st  5 diag(va)
        st 10 diag(chlu)
    end mx
    begin iml
        vu = chlu * t(chlu);
        p1 = va + vc + vu;
        p2 = p1;
        r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;
    end iml
end model

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Parsing BEGIN MX Commands for
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

        st  5 diag(va)

        st 10 diag(chlu)

Mx Commands are now parsed. Once again, the whole model is echoed
and each command is echoed as it is parsed.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
Parameter Matrices for:
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

            VA

       1        2        3
       2        4        5
       3        5        6

            VC

       7        8        9
       8       10       11
       9       11       12

           chlu

      13        0        0
      14       15        0
      16       17       18

After the Mx Definitions are parsed, two summary sections are printed.
The first of these gives each matrix and the numbers of the free parameters that
are in the matrix—e.g., 1 is the first free parameter, 2 is the second free
parameter, etc. These should always be inspected to make certain that
constraints specified in the Matrix Defintions and the Mx Definitions have been
properly applied.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
Start Values for:
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

            VA

   5.000    0.000    0.000
   0.000    5.000    0.000
   0.000    0.000    5.000

            VC

   0.000    0.000    0.000
   0.000    0.000    0.000
   0.000    0.000    0.000

           chlu

  10.000    0.000    0.000
   0.000   10.000    0.000
   0.000    0.000   10.000

Mx Commands Parsed Without Errors.

The second set of output from the Mx Definitions provides the start values.
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Example of SASPairs Output                                            9

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Minimizing Using NLPQN and function_covmats
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Calls to NLPQN: Gtol=  3.278E-10   Absgtol=1.000E-04  Ftol=2.200E-16

Call 1   RC=   3   Bad Derivatives=   0   f= 93.726072718623

Minimization completed.

The next step is to process the IML Definitions. Because this is nothing
more than a simple cut-and-past operation and because the IML Definitions have
been printed earlier, SASPairs produces no output for this step.

SASPairs now calls the optimizer. It will call it up to three times, each
time checking whether the convergence criterion has been met and then testing
whether the first derivatives of the function are close to 0. The results of these
calls are printed. The phrase RC = n gives the return code from the minimizer.
Return codes that denote convergence may range from 1 to 9 but will almost
always be 6 (GTOL convergence criterion satisfied) or 3 (ABSGTOL
convergence criterion satisfied). See section 5.0Assessing Convergence for more
information about these convergence criteria.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
Minimization Results
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

ABSGTOL convergence criterion satisfied.

Initial function value = 3050.5027389043
  Final function value = 93.726072621442
     t(g) * Inv(H) * g =  2.779E-07

Final Estimates:

    N Parameter     Final_value       Span  SUnitsTo0        Gradient

    1 VA[1,1]          160.0362    11.3967      14.04       -0.000002
    2 VA[1,2]           62.8789     6.6465       9.46       -0.000003
    3 VA[1,3]           48.7817     6.6613       7.32        0.000002
    4 VA[2,2]           55.6758     6.6632       8.36        0.000007
    5 VA[2,3]           33.5602     5.2272       6.42       -0.000002
    6 VA[3,3]           36.4561     6.8649       5.31       -0.000001
    7 VC[1,1]           20.3568    10.6548       1.91       -0.000002
    8 VC[1,2]           16.1856     5.9212       2.73       -0.000004
    9 VC[1,3]           28.7430     5.9756       4.81        0.000001
   10 VC[2,2]            0.3197     5.3692       0.06       -0.000084
   11 VC[2,3]           13.1849     4.2822       3.08       -0.000015
   12 VC[3,3]           18.0670     5.4773       3.30        0.000006
   13 chlu[1,1]          6.5549     0.1919      34.15        0.000012
   14 chlu[2,1]          1.5583     0.2505       6.22        0.000017
   15 chlu[2,2]          6.0601     0.1666      36.37        0.000068
   16 chlu[3,1]          2.0719     0.2681       7.73        0.000023
   17 chlu[3,2]          2.0175     0.2420       8.34       -0.000093
   18 chlu[3,3]          6.0854     0.1619      37.58       -0.000013
Gradient Codes: blank ==> ok,  * ==> |g| > .001,  0 ==> g = 0

SASPairs now prints a summary of the minimization process. If the
minimization converged, it will print the convergence criterion that was satisfied.
This will most often be the GTOL criterion (see the section Assessing
Convergence for more details about this criterion). It also prints out the initial
and final function values.

SASPairs then uses the NLPFDD subroutine in SAS to numerically
calculate the first derivatives and the matrix of second partial derivatives (called
the Hessian). If the eigenvalues of the Hessian are greater than 0, then SASPairs
will invert the matrix and calculate two statistics, “Span” and “SUnitsTo0.” See
section 5.1 Notes on the Output from the Minimization Step for the
interpretation of these two statistics. Otherwise, SASPairs prints a warning and
sets these statistics to missing values.

SASPairs then prints out the final parameter estimates, their Span and
SUintosTo0, the gradient (i.e., first derivatives), and codes flagging elements of
the gradient that may indicate convergence problems.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
Parameter Matrices
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
---------------------------------------------------------------------

         VA   (Cov\Corr)
              iq  reading  writing

iq       160.036    0.666    0.639
reading   62.879   55.676    0.745
writing   48.782   33.560   36.456

         VC   (Cov\Corr)
              iq  reading  writing

iq        20.357    6.345    1.499
reading   16.186    0.320    5.486
writing   28.743   13.185   18.067

           CHLU

   6.555    0.000    0.000
   1.558    6.060    0.000
   2.072    2.018    6.085

Next the parameter matrices are printed. If the matrix is a default matrix
beginning with the letter V, then SASPairs interprets it as a covariance matrix
and calculates the correlations, printing them in the upper diagonal.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
Predicted and (Observed - Predicted) Statistics
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
----------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------   mz_f and mz_f -------------------------
                       Predicted Cov\Corr Matrix
             R1_iq R1_reading R1_writing    R2_iq R2_reading R2_writing

R1_iq      223.360      0.612      0.610    0.808      0.542      0.519
R1_reading  89.279     95.149      0.638    0.542      0.589      0.479
R1_writing  91.106     62.200     99.918    0.519      0.479      0.546
R2_iq      180.393     79.064     77.525  223.360      0.612      0.610
R2_reading  79.064     55.996     46.745   89.279     95.149      0.638
R2_writing  77.525     46.745     54.523   91.106     62.200     99.918
                  Observed - Predicted Cov\Corr Matrix
             R1_iq R1_reading R1_writing    R2_iq R2_reading R2_writing

R1_iq      -14.962     -0.028     -0.031   -0.006     -0.082     -0.011
R1_reading -10.271     -7.589     -0.050    0.013     -0.052     -0.020
R1_writing -10.762     -9.310     -7.546   -0.012     -0.038     -0.032
R2_iq        0.432      2.232     -1.371   21.037     -0.014      0.039
R2_reading -15.842     -8.208     -6.328   -0.236     -4.525     -0.003
R2_writing  -4.377     -3.835     -5.282   10.093     -1.872     -0.370

When the model is fitted to a covariance matrix or to means and a
covariance matrix, then SASPairs prints out the predicted statistics and the
residuals. If an eigenvalues of a predicted matrix is less than or equal to 0, then a
warning is printed. This section is not given when a model it fitted to raw data.

The remaining matrices are omitted.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
Contribution of Each Group to Chi2 Goodness-of-Fit
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Relative1 Relative2   Label1   Label2     df       Chi2

        1         1     mz_f     mz_f    160      9.778
        2         2     dz_f     dz_f    165     30.774
        3         3     mz_m     mz_m    126     11.058
        4         4     dz_m     dz_m    104     25.363
        5         6   dzos_f   dzos_m    280     16.752

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Fit Indices
Model Number 1: VA, VC, VU
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Fit Index                                    Value       df          p

Chi2 Goodness-of-Fit                        93.726       87     0.2920
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)         -80.274        .      .
Consistent AIC (CAIC)                     -579.080        .      .
Schwarz Baysian Criterion (SBC)           -492.080        .      .
McDonald Measure of Centrality (MMoC)        0.996        .      .

The final section of output for a model consists of the fit indices. When the
function minimized is a c2, then SASPairs also prints out a series of fit indices
based on the c2 statistic. Otherwise, it prints out the quantity -2Log(L).
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
Summary of Model Fit Indices
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Model Number and Title

1: VA, VC, VU
2: VA=0, VC, VU
3: VA, VC=0, VU
4: VA=Diag, VC, VU, no genetic correlations
5: VA, VC=Diag, VU, no common environment correlations
6: VA, VC, VU=Diag, no unique environment correlations

Model:                    RC      Chi_2    df       p      AIC     CAIC      SBC     MMoC

1: VA, VC, VU              6      93.73    87   0.292   -80.27  -579.08  -492.08    0.996
2: VA=0, VC, VU            6     214.81    93   0.000    28.81  -504.39  -411.39    0.930
3: VA, VC=0, VU            6     108.63    93   0.128   -77.37  -610.57  -517.57    0.991
4: VA=Diag, VC, VU, no g   6     142.79    90   0.000   -37.21  -553.22  -463.22    0.969
5: VA, VC=Diag, VU, no c   6     104.52    90   0.141   -75.48  -591.49  -501.49    0.991
6: VA, VC, VU=Diag, no u   3     181.76    90   0.000     1.76  -514.24  -424.24    0.947

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Likelihood Ratio Statistics
***** NOTE WELL: THESE STATISTICS ARE INAPPROPRIATE FOR MODELS THAT
*****            ARE NOT NESTED
---------------------------------------------------------------------

More General Model:      Constrained Model:          LR_df    LR_Chi2    LR_p

1: VA, VC, VU            2: VA=0, VC, VU                 6     121.09   0.000
1: VA, VC, VU            3: VA, VC=0, VU                 6      14.91   0.021
1: VA, VC, VU            4: VA=Diag, VC, VU, no g        3      49.06   0.000
1: VA, VC, VU            5: VA, VC=Diag, VU, no c        3      10.79   0.013
1: VA, VC, VU            6: VA, VC, VU=Diag, no u        3      88.04   0.000
4: VA=Diag, VC, VU, no g 2: VA=0, VC, VU                 3      72.03   0.000
5: VA, VC=Diag, VU, no c 2: VA=0, VC, VU                 3     110.30   0.000
6: VA, VC, VU=Diag, no u 2: VA=0, VC, VU                 3      33.05   0.000
5: VA, VC=Diag, VU, no c 3: VA, VC=0, VU                 3       4.11   0.249

The example here fitted only a single model. When several models are
fitted in the same macro call, then SASPairs prints out a summary of all the
models. The output below illustrates what the output would have been if the
statement Begin Model data=spmdslib.acu_models had been used.

It is important to inspect the return codes (variable RC in the output). If
RC = 3, 5, or 6 then the solution has converged, the gradient elements are all
small, and the matrix of second partial derivatives (the Hessian) is numerically
stable.  If the RC is a multiple of 10 of these values (i.e., RC = 30 or RC = 60),
then the convergence criterion was met, but there was a problem with one or
more of the gradient elements or with the Hessian matrix. Make certain to check
the relevant section of the output for these models to assess convergence. If RC is
anything else, then the optimization process has probably not converged and the
results in this section should not be trusted. See section 5.0 Assessing
Convergence for more information.

For all models with different degrees of freedom, SASPairs computes
“likelihood ratio” statistics. SASPairs lack the intelligence to know whether
models are nested, so a user must judge which of these statistics are valid.
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5 Assessing Convergence

SASPairs used the NPLQN minimization subroutine in PROC IML, a quasi
Newton algorithm appropriate for maximum likelihood estimation.  The mathematical
basis for this algorithm is the same as the one for maximum likelihood estimation in Mx,
although the specifics on implementing the algorithm differ.

There are both advantages and disadvantages of NLPQN.  Major advantages are
its efficiency and its ability to detect some types of unidentified parameters.  It is also
quite robust in the sense that logical and programming errors that give correct IML
syntax but result in unidentified models seldom result in convergence or, if they do, are
quickly detected by inspection of the output.

Like all quasi Newton methods, NLPQN requires starting values that place it in a
feasible search area.  One major limitation is the difficulty in fine tuning NLPQN for a
general program like SASPairs. Different types of problems can require different
convergence criteria (and can also be more or less sensitive to the starting values).
Because SASPairs cannot detect the type of problem beforehand, there is no satisfactory
way of selecting those options best suited to the situation at hand.

As a result, there is no guarantee that NPLQN will result in convergence. Neither,
for that matter, is there a guarantee that when a convergence criterion is met, the function
value is at a true minimum. NLPQN terminates with a return code, given as RC =  n in
the output.  SASPairs is tuned so that NLPQN should meet one of three convergence
criteria—GTOL (RC = 6), ABSGTOL (RC = 3), and FTOL (RC=5). The most frequently
encountered criterion should be GTOL. (See 5.2 Technical Notes below if you desire
more details about these criteria). A return code of 3, 5 or 6 from NLPQN, however, does
not guarantee convergence, so a user should carefully examine the output to assess
convergence.

If a function is at its minimum then two things should happen. The more
important of these is that the first derivatives, labeled in the output as the gradient, should
all be close to 0. SASPairs follows the NLPQN algorithm by considering any gradient
element with an absolute value greater than .001 to be “suspicious.” It will note these
elements by placing an asterisk (*) next to the gradient element and printing a warning. If
a few of the gradient elements are “suspicious” but have absolute values close to .001,
then the solution has probably converged. If several gradient elements are suspicious,
then it is likely that the function is not at a minimum (even though in some cases it may
be close to the minimum).

The second important test for a minimum is that the matrix of second partial
derivatives (termed the Hessian) be positive definite and invertible. SASPairs checks this
by computing the determinant and the eigenvalues of the Hessian. If the determinant is
less than or equal to 0 or any eigenvalue is less than or equal to 0, then a warning
message is printed. Under these circumstances, the statistics called “span” (Edwards,
197X) and SUnitsTo0 are set to missing values (see 5.1 Notes on Output from the
Optimization Step for the definitions of these two statistics).

If there are problems with some gradient elements or the Hessian, then use macro
%saspairs_refit. The syntax is %saspairs_refit(n) where n is the number of
refits. This macro loads the final parameter estimates and uses them as starting values for
a new minimization call. Often one or two refits results in convergence.
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An alternate strategy is to follow the lead provided by Mx and “jiggle” the
parameter estimates. In SASPairs, the new starting value (x*) for a parameter (x) is
calculated as 

† 

x* = x + d x r  where d is a user-supplied constant and r is a random number
from a standard normal distribution. To jiggle the estimates, submit
%saspairs_jiggle(delta).

If the solution meets the GTOL convergence criterion but problems with gradient
elements persist, then try setting GTOL to a smaller value.  See 6.0 SASPairs Options
for details on setting GTOL.

If there is a persistent problem with the Hessian, then it is possible that the
optimizer has stalled on a set of parameter values that generates a negative c2.  By
default, SASPairs returns a missing value to the optimizer whenever a c2 is less than 0 or
the determinant of a predicted covariance matrix is less than or equal to 0.  Thus, the
optimizer may have received a long string of missing values and just cannot proceed any
further. To check on this, set the SASPairs option negative_chi2 = YES and rerun
the program (see 6.0 SASPairs Options).  If you get a negative c2, absurd parameter
estimates and very ugly output, then this is probably the culprit. The only solution to this
problem is to use a different set of starting values. (Make certain to reset option
negative_chi2 to NO before submitting the code with the new start values.)

The best test of convergence, however, is to rerun the problem with an entirely
different set of starting values. If both sets of starting values give the same final function
value and the same parameter estimates, then it is highly likely that the solutions have
converged.

The opposite problem to suspicious gradient elements occurs when a gradient
element is exactly 0. SASPairs notes these cases by placing a zero (0) next to the gradient
element(s). This will occur under one of two circumstances: (1) the differentiation
interval is too small relative to the accuracy of calculating the function value; or (2) the
parameter is not identified in the sense that it does not contribute to the function value.
The second case is the easier one to spot. If a parameter does not contribute to a function
value, then its first derivative will be 0 and it will remain at its starting value. When this
occurs, then SASPairs will print a message warning that the parameter may not be
identified. (Note that you may encounter this message may occur for an identified
parameter when you use %saspairs_refit.  Here, a parameter may already be at its
maximum likelihood estimate, so the refit leaves it unchanged.)

The most troublesome situation occurs when NLPQN terminates with a return
code of -5 (optimization cannot improve on the current function value). Usually, this
indicates that the search has entered an area of mathematical space where a predicted
covariance matrix is not positive definite and cannot move out of that area. (If you are
fitting models to covariance matrices, then SASPairs will check that predicted matrices
are positive definite and print warnings when they are not. This can aid in diagnosis of
the problem). It is usually easy to detect this situation because when SASPairs option
negative_chi2 is set to YES, then values of c2 are large, negative numbers, and the
parameter estimates make no sense.

In this case, the first culprit should always be the model.  Check that the model is
identified. If the problem is not with the model, then refitting and jiggling the values will
have little effect. The only real solution is to provide different starting values.
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Notes:
• To assist in attaining convergence, write a model so that the unique environmental

covariance matrix is positive definite at each step of the optimizing process. One
way to achieve this goal it to iterate on the Cholesky factors of this matrix instead
of the raw values of the matrix.

• Select start values that give large values to the diagonals of a predicted covariance
matrix and small values to the off-diagonal elements.

5.1 Notes on the Output from the Optimization Step
By default, SASPairs prints no output from the NLPQN subroutine. A user can

override this by changing the value of macro variable &opt2. See section 6.0 SASPairs
Options for information about setting options.

For each model, SASPairs calculates and prints out two nonstandard statistics
related to the solution—“Span” (Edwards, 197X) and “SUnitsTo0.” In earlier years, these
would have been respectively called the standard errors and t statistics for the parameters,
but it has been shown (Neale & ????) that that these so-called quantities do not always
possess the statistical properties associated with their names.  Nevertheless, the square
roots of the inverse of the diagonal elements of the Hessian (the “span”) and a parameter
estimates divided by its span (the “SUnitsTo0” statistic) have important interpretations
that should not always be ignored2.

The span of a parameter estimates the extent to which changing the parameter
results in a change in the likelihood. It may be visualized as the descent from a mountain
into a valley and then an ascent from that valley onto a second mountain of equal height
on the opposite side of the first mountain. A small span value implies a very steep
descent from the first mountain into the valley and a very rapid ascent onto the second
mountain—the “span” between the two mountain tops is small. A large span value
implies that the two mountains are far apart—the valley is only a slight depression and
the landscape is relatively “flat.” A change in one unit for a parameter with a small span
will produce a greater change in the likelihood than a change in one unit for a parameter
with a large span.

The “SUnitsTo0” statistic is simply the number of span units it takes for that
parameter to hit 0. Parameters with high SUnitsTo0 statistics cannot be set to 0 without a
marked changed in the likelihood. Parameters with low SUnitsTo0 statistics stand a much
better chance of being set to 0 without appreciably changing the likelihood. By

                                                  
2 The span is useful when the likelihood surface close to the local optimum is close to being quadratic. Be
cautious in interpreting span when implicit or explicit boundary conditions are encountered at the optimal
solution.

To anyone who questions the span, I offer the following exercise. Write an unconstrained
model—i.e., no boundary constraints and no implied constraints such as iteration on c and calculating c2.
Take the final solution for this model and calculate the span for each parameter. Then fix the value of the
first parameter at its maximum likelihood estimate minus one span unit; let all other parameters be free and
calculate the likelihood. Then fix the value of the first parameter at its maximum likelihood estimate plus
one span unit and calculate the likelihood (again, letting all other parameters be freely estimated). Now, let
the first parameter be free and repeat the exercise for the second parameter. Continue with this for all the
free parameters in the model. When you are finished, examine the variance in all the likelihoods that you
calculated. I would provide more information, but I have run out of space for this footnote.
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examining the SUnitsTo0 one can distinguish those parameters that are important for the
model from those that are less important. Until further research shows differently,
consider SUnitsTo0 values as ordinal measures.

When more than one model is fitted to the data in the same call to SASPairs,
SASPairs prints a summary of all models. The column in this output labeled RC gives the
return code from NLPQN. If there is a problem with a “suspicious” derivative, a zero
derivative, or a non positive definite Hessian, then SASPairs multiplies the return code by
10. Hence, RC = 60 implies that NLPQN converged with a return code of 6 (GTOL
convergence criterion met) but there was a potential problem with the derivatives and/or
the Hessian. In such cases, the user should always inspect the output for that particular
model to make certain that it has truly converged.

5.2 Technical Notes
Let f denote the function value, g denote the estimated gradient, and H denote the

estimate of the Hessian at a particular iteration. In NLPQN, the GTOL convergence
criterion is satisfied when

† 

gtH-1g
f

< GTOL .

The default value for GTOL is 1E-8 which is very suitable for many c2 functions because
their value is seldom above the order 103. The function -2Log(L), however, can be very
large when models are fit to raw data, so dividing the above equation by f can result in
premature convergence.

SASPairs tries to overcome this problem by overriding the default value for
GTOL when the value of |f| is expected to be large. Let f0 denote the initial function value
generated by the start values. If |f0| < 103, then the default value of GTOL is used.
Otherwise, GTOL is calculated as

)log,8min(6 01010GTOL f--= .
This appears to work well with function values in the range of 103 to 105, but one must
await experience with larger function values before making final judgment. A user can
override the GTOL criterion. See section 6.0 SASPairs Options.

The second SASPairs criterion for convergence is the ABSGTOL criterion. Here,
convergence is attained when max(|g|) < ABSGTOL. In NLPQN, the default for
ABSGTOL is 1E-5. SASPairs sets it to 1E-4. A user can override the ABSGTOL
criterion. See section 6.0 SASPairs Options.

SAS defines the FTOL convergence criterion as being met when

FTOL
1

1

£
-

-

-

k

kk

f

ff

where superscript k denotes the kth iteration. SASPairs uses the default SAS value for
FTOL which is the machine precision.

A technique used successfully with other minimizers is to scale the function so
that its anticipated final value is close to 1.0. That is, instead of using f as the function
value, use f* = f/f0. Although this worked well with c2 functions in NLPQN, it ran into
the same problem of premature convergence with larger function values.
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Occasionally, other convergence criterion may be met. Please consult SAS Online
Documentation ‡ IML User’s Guide ‡ Nonlinear Optimization Examples ‡ Details ‡
Termination Criteria for information about these criteria3.

6 SASPairs Options

There are several options for SASPairs, not all of which have been implemented
during the beta testing phase. All options take the form of setting SAS macro variables.
The format in SAS to set the value of any macro variable, including a SASPairs option, is

%let saspairs_option = value;

where saspairs_option is the name of the option and value is the value for the option. For
example, the statement

%let missing_values = nomiss;

sets the option to have SASPairs calculate a covariance matrix using listwise deletion of
missing values (an entire observation is deleted if it contains at least one missing value).
The statement

%let set_n_to = n_average;

sets the sample size for a matrix calculated with missing values to the average sample
size.  The case of character string values for a SASPairs option is irrelevant. The options,
their default values, and their permissible values are given in Table 6.1.

As in all SAS code, the case of the saspairs_option as well as the case of the
value is irrelevant.

                                                  
3 Fine tuning the optimizer in SAS—especially preventing it from entering an area that does not give a
positive definite predicted covariance matrix—has been a major headache in developing SASPairs. Unlike
other quasi Newton routines, NLPQN does not inform a user whether a function call is being made during
the line search or during numerical estimation of the gradient. Hence, the algorithm does not allow
selective calculation of the eigenvalues of a predicted covariance matrix. Checking the eigenvalues of a
predicted matrix at each function call considerably slows the optimization process. Suggestions around this
problem are most welcome.
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Table 6.1 SASPairs Options.

Option Default
Permissible

 Values Operation
vardef N N

df
Divisor for the variance and
likelihood weight for the covariance
matrix

missing_values Null nomiss Pairwise (missing_values=) or
listwise deletion of missing values
(missing_values=nomiss) in
calculating the covariance matrix.

set_n_to n_min n_min
n_average
n_max

When a covariance matrix if
computed from data with missing
values, then set N to the minimum N
(n_min), the average N
(n_average) or the maximum N
(n_max).

optimize yes yes
no

Determines if the optimizer is called.
Setting optimize=no can be
helpful during model development.

negative_chi2 No yes
no

Allows the optimizer to enter an area
of negative c2 values. See 5.0
Assessing Convergence.

standardize yes yes
no

Instructs SASPairs to standardize
variables to a mean of 0, while
retaining their standard deviations.
See Notes below.

opt2 0 0, 1, 2,
3, 4

Amount of output from NLPQN. See
SAS Online Documentation‡IML
User’s Guide‡Nonlinear
Optimization Examples‡Details‡
Options Vector.

gtol 0 GTOL >= 0 Sets the GTOL criterion for the
minimizer. If GTOL = 0 then
SASPairs defaults are used. See 5.2
Technical Notes.

absgtol 0 ABSGTOL
>= 0

Sets the ABSGTOL criterion for the
minimizer. If ABSGTOL = 0 then
SASPairs defaults are used. See 5.2
Technical Notes.

print_level All Amount of printed output (not yet
implemented)
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Notes:
• When models are fitted to raw data without fitting means, then SASPairs will sort

the data by the relationship variable and express all raw scores for a specific value
of the relationship variable as deviations from the variable means for that value of
the relationship variable. If you want the means removed in some other fashion
(e.g., by gender), then you must do that yourself and set the value of SASPairs
options Standardize to No. Unpredictable results will occur if you fail to
remove the means but set Standardize to No.

• Changing options that pertain to calculating the covariance matrix (vardef,
missing_values, set_n_to) or other stored matrices (standardize)
will have no effect after the observed quantities have been calculated. To have
these options take effect, reinitialize SASPairs and then set the options. For
example,

%saspairs_initialize;
%let set_n_to = n_average;
%saspairs(my_saspairs_data_set);

• Options may be changed at any stage during repeated calls to SASPairs. Once an
option is set, however, it remains in effect until it is explicitly changed.

• To view the current options, submit

%saspairs_print_options;

The options will be written to the output file.

7 Model Data Set Libraries

A model data set is a SASPairs data set that contains at least one model but may
or may not contain dataset definitions. Model data sets can be submitted to SAS and then
stored in SAS libraries to be called when needed using the Begin Model Data=
statement4.   Conceptually, one can distinguish two types of model data set libraries. The
first type will contain general model data sets. A general model data set has the generic
property of being applicable to any data set, regardless of the type of data. That is, the
code will apply to twin data or to data on adoptive and nonadoptive sibs or to
combinations of twin and adoption data.

The second type of model data set library may be termed a project model data set
library.  These contain SASPairs model data sets that are specific to an individual project
or to an individual lab. Many of the model data sets in this type of library may be general
to the lab in the sense that there is no need to change the code to analyze different
variables, to redo analyses as more data are added to a data set, etc.

                                                  
4 Examine the .sas files in the directory (folder) SASPairs_MDS_Library for examples of model data
sets.
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7.1 General Model Data Sets
General model data sets have obvious advantages but suffer from one major

limitation—there is no guarantee that they will result in convergence for any data set. A
general model data set will have the following specific properties:

• Means are not modeled.
• Except for a few cases, all dimensioning of matrices is done by SASPairs or by

using the &np, &np2, and &ng conventions. An exception to this rule would be
a model data set that fit a general factor to a matrix. Here, the number of columns
for the factor pattern matrix would be 1.

• Except for fixing values at 0 (or, say, a factor loading at 1 to scale a problem),
start values are computed using the Mx CO command.

• There are no if—then statements in the IML definitions that contain variables
Relative1 or Relative2.

• There are no if—then statements in the IML definitions referring to a
pair_number greater than 1. (If—then statements testing  pair_number = 1
may be—indeed should be—used in a general model data set because every data
set must have at lease one pair of relatives.)

• Any dimensions used or implied in the IML Definitions are performed using the
pseudo macro variables listed in Table 2.6.

The model data set presented earlier in Figure 2.1 is not general because it contains
the two Mx commands

st  5 diag(va)
st 10 diag(chlu)

These starting values may be fine for the data set at hand, but they may create
convergence problems for other data sets. The problem of fitting a VA matrix and
Cholesky factors for VU, however, can be made into a general one by using automatic
starting values for VA and the Cholesky factors. Data set au, presented in Figure 7.1 does
just that.

7.1.1 Tips on Writing a General Model Data Set
• Use default matrix names as much as possible. This is not required. It does,

however, aid communication because a user does not have to refer to the data set
to figure out the meaning of the matrices.

• When a non default matrix is defined, place a comment after the Begin Model
statement and before the End Model statement to give the meaning of the matrix.
This comment will be printed in the SASPairs output, so a user does not have to
refer to the model data set to find out what the matrix does.

• Place one and only one model in a single model data set. This is not necessary,
but it aids data management of the library.
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Figure 7.1 Example of a General Model Data Set.

data au;
length card $80;
input card $char80.;

datalines4;

begin model  VA, VU
begin matrices

va
vu
fu L

end matrices
begin mx

co va fu
fi vu

end mx;
begin iml

if pair_number = 1 then do;
vu = fu * t*(fu);
p1 = va + vu;
p2 = p1;

end;
r12 = gamma_a * va;

end iml
end model
;;;;

7.1.2 SASPairs General Model Data Sets
SASPairs provides a small library of general model data sets.  The generic names

of the data sets and the models that they fit to the data are listed in Table 7.1.  Each
generic type will have several specific model data sets with the type of model denoted by
the suffix of the file name. For example, the generic type acu_ will have models of the
form acu_noa (sets VA to 0) and acu_noccorr (sets the off diagonal covariances in VC to
0). Check the contents of the file for more information on the model.  Note that when
matrix VU is specified in the “Matrices Fitted” column in Table 7.1, actual iteration is on
the Cholesky factors for VU.

 There is no guarantee that these model data sets will result in convergence
for all data sets. This is particularly true for any model that does not fit an unconstrained
unique environment matrix—e.g., a model that fits a single factor and specific variances
to the unique environmental covariance matrix.
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Table 7.1 General Model Data Sets in SASPairs.

(Note: the notation x denotes a suffix for a specific model data set or a matrix—e.g.,
cholesky_x can refer to cholesky_a, cholesky_c, etc. Matrices included within
parentheses give the other matrices in the model.)

Generic Type Matrices Fitted Comments
spmdslib.acu_ VA, VC, VU Descriptive, biometrical model
spmdslib.general_factor_x Fx, Sx, (VA,

VC, VU)
Fits a single general factor to
one or more matrices

spmdslib.cholesky_x Fx, (VA, VC,
VU)

Computes a matrix in terms of
its Cholesky factors

spmdslib.simplex_x Simplex_x, Sx,
(VA, VC, VU)

Computes a matrix as a
function of a first order
autoregressive process and a
matrix of specific variances

spmdslib.psychometric asq, csq, usq,
SA, SC, SU

A single latent phenotype is
responsible for the correlation
among all phenotypes.

Notes:
• Model data sets stored in a SAS library and then called using the Begin Model

Data= statement may, but do not have to, contain dataset definition commands.
Dataset definitions contained in such a data set are ignored by SASPairs.

• Model data sets stored in a SAS library may themselves contain Begin Model
Data= statements that refer to other model data set.  This feature, however,
should be used with care because it is can lead to very tangled sets of calls.

• A single stored model data set cannot be called more than once in the same
program. Although there is no logical need to prohibit this, SASPairs uses
repeated calls to a single data set as an arbitrary criterion to prevent recursion
(i.e., Data1 calls the models from Data2 which calls the models from Data1).

• A model data set in a library may contain more than one model.  If, however, such
a data set is called in a Begin Model Data= statement, then all models in
that data set will be fitted.

• It is not possible to construct general model data sets for all types of models. Such
model data sets can still be stored in libraries and called when needed. In fact, this
is a recommended practice. For example, consider the model data set in Figure
2.1. This cannot be used as a general model data set because not everyone will use
the same relationship codes for sex and zygosity.  Most of us, however, have
consistent ways of using relationship codes in our own labs. Hence, the model
data set could be stored and used within a lab, even though it lacks cross-lab
portability.
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Examples:
In Figure 7.2, the data set simple_adcu fits four models to the data. The first

fits parameter matrices VA, VC, VU. The second fits dominance variance in the place of
common environment variance. The third fits VA, VU and may be compared to the first
model to test the hypothesis that VC = 0.  The fourth model fits VC, VU and may be
compared to the first model to test the hypothesis of no genetic effects. Finally, the last
model fits genetic variances but sets all genetic covariances to 0; it may be compared to
the first model to test the hypothesis of no genetic correlations among the phenotypes.

Figure 7.2 A SASPairs Model Data Set that Fits Five Models.

data simple_acdu;
length Card $80;
input Card $CHAR80.;

DATALINES4;
NOTE: Dataset Definitions omitted to save space.
Begin Model data=spmdslib.acu
Begin Model data=spmdslib.adu
Begin Model data=spmdslib.acu_noc
Begin Model data=spmdslib.acu_noa
Begin Model data=spmdslib.acu_noacorr
;;;;

Figure 7.3 illustrates how one model data set can call another model data set that
will produce a series of analyses.  In this case, data set do_it_again calls the model
data set simple_acdu given in the previous Figure.

Figure 7.3 A SASPairs Data Set that Calls A Series of Models.

data do_it_again;
length Card $80;
input Card $CHAR80.;

DATALINES4;
NOTE: Dataset Definitions omitted to save space.
Begin Model data=simple_acdu
;;;;

7.2 Project Model Data Sets
Model data sets that are general for specific projects but cannot be used for any

data set are called project model data sets.  In many ways, these may be more useful than
general model data sets because they can be fine tuned for the specific project.

As an example, consider a longitudinal twin study of childhood verbal ability in
which the number of vocabulary words for a child is estimated every six months starting
at 24 months and ending at 48 months. Major hypotheses of the study are that the
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presence of a sibling of the same age can facilitate language acquisition and that girls will
acquire verbal skills at a slightly faster rate than boys. The implication is that there should
be differences in means between same sex twins and twins of opposite sex. Same sex
girls should score higher than the girls in opposite sex DZ pairs, and boys in opposite sex
pairs should score higher than same sex boys.

Because means are present, it is not possible to write a general model data set. It
is, however, possible to write a model data set that is general to the lab conducting the
study. Suppose the oldest twins in the project have just been tested at 48 months and that
there are a large number of twins who have yet to be examined at 24 months. One can
calculate observed means and use these as starting values to write a SASPairs model data
set that can be used throughout the project. Figure 7.4 provides an example.

Here, the variable zygsex has the same relationship codes as those in Table 2.3.
The model fits two vectors of means for same sex twins, one for female twins and the
other for male twins. The female member of an opposite sex pair will have the same
means as other girls plus vector delta. The means for males in OS pairs will equal the
means for boys in same sex pairs plus their own vector delta.

In the first model in Figure 7.4, both delta vectors are fixed at 0. Hence, in this
model, the means for OS twins will equal those for their same sex counterparts.

In the second model, the delta vectors become free parameters. Hence, this model
allows the means for OS twins to differ from those of their same sex counterparts.
Because two models are fit, SASPairs will calculate and print likelihood ratio statistics,
so there will be a statistical test of whether both delta vectors can be set to 0.

Provided that the starting values for the means—which, given the hypothetical
nature of this example, probably bear little resemblance to reality—do not change
markedly as other data come in over the course of the study, the SASPairs code in Figure
7.4 can be saved in a permanent SAS data set. As up-to-date analyses are needed for
progress reports or conference presentations, this data set can be called.

Example 12.5: Project Model Data Sets: Selected Samples gives another
example of how a project model data set can be constructed.

Figure 7.4 Example of a Project Model Data Set.
BEGIN DATASETS

    PHENOTYPIC DATA SET = mylib.twindata
     FAMILY ID VARIABLE = pairnumber
  RELATIONSHIP VARIABLE = zygsex
PHENOTYPES FOR ANALYSIS = v_24 v_30 v_36 v_42 v_48
  RELATIONSHIP DATA SET = mylib.twins_sex_differences

END DATASETS

BEGIN MODEL   DZ OS twins have the same means as SS counterparts
begin matrices

va
vc
vu
fu L
ssmeans U 2 &np
delta   U 2 &np

end matrices
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begin mx
co va fu
fi vu delta
ma ssmeans

123  476  1221  3519  4721
 98  423  1079  3268  4453

end mx
begin iml

if pair_number = 1 then do;
vu = fu * t(fu);
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;

end;
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;
/* --- fit the means --- */
if pair_number <= 2 then do;

means1 = ssmeans[1,];
means2 = means1;

end;
else if pair_number <= 4 then do;

means1 = ssmeans[2,];
means2 = means1;

end;
else do;

means1 = ssmeans[1,] + delta[1,];
means2 = ssmeans[2,] + delta[2,];

end;
mean_vector = means1 || means2;

end iml
END MODEL
BEGIN MODEL DZ OS have different means from SS counterparts

begin matrices
same

end matrices
begin mx

fr delta
end mx
begin iml

same
end iml

END MODEL

Project model data sets can be very useful in interactive SASPairs. For example,
suppose that code in Figure 7.4 gives convergence problems in the first model. Then
make two SASPairs data set from this code. The first would contain the dataset
definitions and the first model in Figure 7.4. Let us call this data set Model1 and store it
as a permanent SAS data set in library mylib.  Figure 7.5 shows how to construct a
second SASPairs data set, called Model2, which is also stored in mylib. Note the use
of the Same commands in Model2 because is in intended to be executed after Model1.
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Figure 7.5 SASPairs Data Set Model2

data mylib.Model2;
length Card $80;
input Card $CHAR80.;

DATALINES4;
BEGIN DATASETS

    Same
END DATASETS
BEGIN MODEL DZ OS have different means from SS counterparts

begin matrices
same

end matrices
begin mx

fr delta
end mx
begin iml

same
end iml

END MODEL
;;;;
run;

Now consider the SAS code in Figure 7.6. Here, we execute macro
%saspairs_means in data set mylib.Model1. After examining the output, we are
uncertain about convergence, so we try jiggling the parameter estimates. This results in
satisfactory convergence. We then store the fit indices using
%saspairs_append_fit_indices.

Next we call %saspairs_means to fit the model in mylib.Model2 to the data.
After examining the output, we conclude that this model converged. We then add the fit
indices from this model to that of the first and use %saspairs_print_summary to
print out a summary of the two models.

Figure 7.6 Example of SASPairs Interactive Processing

%saspairs_means(mylib.Model1);
%saspairs_jiggle(.01);
%saspairs_append_fit_indices;
%saspairs_means(mylib.Model2);
%saspairs_append_fit_indices;
%saspairs_print_summary;
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8 The IML Language

8.1 Basic IML Operations and Functions
This section gives a brief overview of the IML language and points out some

problem areas. For the purposes of most behavioral genetic and twin researchers who use
SASPairs, the IML language is almost intuitive. For example, the statement

 X = A * B;

multiplies A by B irrespective of whether A and/or B are scalars or matrices. The
operators and functions that will be used in the vast majority of IML code for SASPairs
are listed in Table 8.1. A host of other operators and functions are also available to the
user. Consult the documentation to SAS IML in SAS Online Documentation for further
information.

Table 8.1 Common Matrix Operators and Functions in IML.

Operator or
Function Operation

+ Matrix addition (e.g., X = A + B)
- Matrix subtraction (e.g., B = X – A) or sign change (e.g., X = -A)
* Matrix multiplication (e.g., X = A*B). NOTE WELL: IML syntax

conforms to the strict laws of matrix algebra. Hence, if A is a scalar, then
X = A*B is a legitimate IML command irrespective of the dimensions
of B. The resulting matrix X has the same dimensions as B but X[i,j]
= A*B[i,j]

t(matrix) Matrix transpose (e.g., A = t(B) )
inv(matrix) Matrix inverse (e.g., Ainv = Inv(A) )

I(n) Identity matrix of size n. (e.g., I(6) ). NOTE WELL: I(&np) creates
an identity matrix, the size of which is equal to the number of phenotypes
in the model.

|| Horizontal concatenation. E.g., in X = A || B, matrix B is attached to
the right-hand side of matrix A.

// Vertical concatenation. E.g., in X = A // B, matrix B is attached to
the bottom of matrix A.

One common—albeit, intuitive—mistake is to use a single quote (’) to denote a
matrix transpose.  SAS interprets a single quote as the beginning of a character string and
will terminate that string only when: (1) it encounters a closing single quote; or (2) the
length of the character string exceeds the default length (which depends on how SAS is
set up on your system).  For example, SAS reads the following statements
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A_transpose = A’;
B = A_transpose * S_inverse * A;

as

A_transpose = Astarting_creating_the_character_string ;B = A_transpose *
S_inverse * A;

Because SAS parses the semicolons as part of the character string and because the
character string has not been ended by a single quote (’), SAS is awaiting further input
for the character string.  The code is not executed and the user receives no SAS messages
(a situation that generates considerable perplexity in SAS novitiates).  Adding further
statements does not help—SAS just interprets the additional inputs as further extensions
to the character string. If you encounter this problem, submit to SAS a single quote
followed by a semicolon, i.e., ’; to end the character string.

To help avoid this problem, use interactive SAS and turn on “syntax
highlighting.”  Character strings will then appear in a different color. (To turn on syntax
highlighting, see the SAS Online Documentation; on Windows systems, make certain
that an Editor window is active, go to the Tools Menu, select Options, and then Enhanced
Editor).

8.2 Referencing Matrix Elements in IML
IML uses brackets to denote elements or blocks of a matrix. For example, the

IML statement

A[3,2] = 2.4;

assigns the value 2.4 to the element in the third row and second column of matrix A.  A
blank row or column index in a two dimensional matrix refers to the whole row or
column. For example,

b = A[2,];

sets b equal to the second row of A, and

c = A[,3];

sets c equal to the third column in A.
A colon (:) acts as the English word “to” and denotes an ordered series of

indices. For example, 7:11 is interpreted by IML as 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Hence, if
matrix A is defined as
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then the IML statement

b = A[1,2:3];

sets b to

( )1312b = .

Similarly,

D = A[2:4,];

sets matrix D to

˜
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=

434241

333231
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D .

8.3 If – Then Statements
Sometimes different phenotypic covariance matrices are needed for different pairs

of relatives. A classic example is a model that fits different additive genetic covariance
matrices for males and females but constrains the environmental matrices to be the same.
The IML code for such a problem can be written in terms of “if-then-else” statements.
For example, suppose that we were analyzing a single phenotype and the codes for
relatives were 1 = MZ females, 2 = DZ females, 3 = MZ males, 4 = DZ females, 5 =
DZOS female, 6 = DZOS male.  Then the SASPairs model definitions in Figure 8.1 will
fit an appropriate model.

Figure 8.1 Example of if--then Statements in IML.

BEGIN MATRICES
VAf
VAm
VE
FE

END MATRICES
BEGIN MX

FI VE
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CO FE
END MX
BEGIN IML

if relative1 <= 2 then do;
VE = FE * t(FE);
p1 = VAf + VE;
p2 = p1;
r12 = gamma_a * VAf;

end;
else if relative1 <= 4 then do;

p1 = VAm + VE;
p2 = p1;
r12 = gamma_a * VAm;

end;
else do;

p1 = VAf + VE;
p2 = VAm + VE;
if Vaf < 0 | Vam < 0 then

bad_f_value = 1;
else

r12 = gamma_a * sqrt(VAf*VAm);
end;

END IML

In the evaluation of if – then statements, IML uses “special character codes” for
logical and comparison operators rather than character strings that can be used for the
same operations in a DATA step. For example, IML uses only >= for “greater than or
equal to” and will give an error if the characters GE are used.  Hence, code written for
DATA steps may not be generalized to IML.  Table 8.2 gives a list of the logical and the
comparison operators used in IML and in the DATA step.

Table 8.2 Logical and Comparison Operators in
IML and in the DATA Step.

IML DATA Step Operation
& And, & And
| Or, | Or
^ Not, ^ Not
> GT, > Greater than
>= GE, >= Greater than or equal to
< LT, < Less than
<= LE, <= Less than or equal to
= EQ, = Equal to
^= NE, ^= Not equal to

To illustrate, the following statement will cause an IML error (it actually has three
errors) even though it would work perfectly fine in a data step:

if relative 1 le 2 and relative2 eq 4 then do;
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The correct syntax for IML is

if relative1 <= 2 & relative2 = 4 then do;

8.4 Debugging SASPairs IML Code
SASPairs provides a feature that can assist you in debugging your IML code.

SASPairs writes out IML code that includes the code specified in the IML definitions to a
special file called test_users_module.sas. This file is written to the directory (or
folder) specified by the libname Sproject.

Open a new editor window and load this file. Certain sections of the code should
not be changed and are so indicated by comments in the file. Unless you prepared for a
big headache, do not change these statements. You may—indeed should—add code
within these sections to calculate intermediate quantities and to print out relevant
quantities such as the predicted covariance matrices.

When you have debugged the code, then copy the amended IML statements and
paste them into the IML definitions of the SASPairs data set. You will have to resubmit
the revised SASPairs data set to implement the changes.

9 SASPairs Function Values

SASPairs fits models assuming that the scores for each pedigree are sampled from
a multivariate normal distribution. Hence, all estimates are maximum likelihood
estimates. The actual function values that are minimized, however, are all functions of the
logarithm of the likelihood.  This section explains these functions.

Consider a random pedigree and let x denote the vector of scores, m the vector of
expected values from the model, and S the predicted covariance matrix from the model.
Then minus twice the log likelihood (less a constant) for this pedigree may be written as

† 

-2Log(Li) = log S + (x i - m)t S-1(x i - m) . (9.1)
Here, the subscript i denotes the ith pedigree. Consider all pedigrees having the same
structure, the same vector of expected values, and the same model covariance matrix.
Then minus twice the log likelihood for this set of N pedigrees is the sum of equation
(9.1) over all the individual families or
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If we expand the multiplication in the quadratic term, then Equation (9.2) can be
written as
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where B is the sums of squares and cross products matrix uncorrected for the mean. This
is the formula used in SASPairs to calculate the function value when models containing
means are fitted to raw data. For each type of family, SASPairs first calculates and then
stores the sum of the raw scores and the uncorrected sums of squared and cross products
matrix. During a function evaluation, these quantities are then placed into Equation (9.3)
to calculate the function value for this type of pedigree. The final function value is the
sum of Equation (9.3) over all pedigree types.

When models without means are fitted to raw data, then by default SASPairs sorts
the phenotypic data set (actually, a temporary data set derived from the phenotypic data
set) by the relationship variable and then removes the mean of the phenotypes by the
relationship variable. This procedure carries the implicit assumption that the means for a
certain type of relative are homogenous over family types, e.g., the means for fathers of
MZ twins equal those of fathers of DZ twins. If this assumption holds, then the third term
in Equation (9.3) becomes 0 and matrix B is the corrected sums of squared and cross
products matrix. (A user can prevent the standardization by setting the SASPairs
Standardize option to NO. In this case, however, the user must have previously
removed the means from the data. See 6.0 SASPairs Options for information on setting
options).

When models are fitted to covariance matrices (with or without means), then
SASPairs minimizes the c2 function.  Let  denote the mean vector for a type of family
and let xxdi -= i  be the deviations from the mean. Then Equation (9.2) can be written

as
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Expanding the multiplication in the quadratic term and simplifying gives
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where W is the sum of squares and cross products matrix for the families of this type
corrected for the mean. Let S0 = W/N or the observed covariance matrix calculated by
dividing the sums of squares and cross products matrix by N instead of the degrees of
freedom, N – 1. Then, the function value becomes

† 

-2Log(L) = N log S + trace(S0S
-1)+ (x - m)t S-1(x - m)( ) . (9.5)

Now, consider a fully saturated model in which the predicted covariance matrix
equals the observed covariance matrix and the vector of expected values equals the vector
of means. Letting LF denote the likelihood for the fully saturated model, then

( )kNLF +=- 0log)Log(2 S

where k equals the number of variables (i.e., the size of vector x).
Then the likelihood ratio c2 for a pedigree type comparing a constrained model to

the fully saturated model is
)Log(2)Log(22

FLL +-=c

( )kN t ----++= -1-1
0SxxS log)()()trace(log 0 mSmSS . (9.6)
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The final c2 is the sum of the values for Equation (9.6) over all pedigree types.
For j pedigree types, the degrees of freedom for the c2 will equal .5jk(k + 3) – p where p
equals the number of free parameters in the model. When means are not fitted, then the
term involving vector m becomes 0 and the degrees of freedom equal .5jk(k + 1) – p.

Note that the function values used by SASPairs differ from those in Mx. When
models are fitted to raw data, Mx adds the constant –klog(2p) to the function for each
pedigree. That constant is ignored in SASPairs.  Although the absolute number of the
function value will differ between SASPairs and Mx, the likelihood ratio c2 will remain
the same.

When models are fitted to covariance matrices (with or without means), the
values of c2 will also differ between SASPairs and Mx when SASPairs defaults are in
effect. When means are not fitted, Mx multiplies the value in parentheses in Equation
(9.6) by the degrees of freedom (df), not N. When means are fitted, Mx still multiplies the
term in parentheses by the degrees of freedom but weights the term involving vector m by
(df + 1) / df. Differences may also occur because SASPairs divides the covariance matrix
by N; the divisor in Mx may depend on the matrix input by the user. The logic behind
SASPairs is this—if there were no missing data, then the quantity -2Log(L) will be the
same irrespective of fitting the model to raw data or to the covariance matrix and means.
Still, the difference in c2 between SASPairs and Mx will be trivial in large samples where
maximum likelihood theory holds.

A user can override the SASPairs default function—i.e., Equation 9.6—by setting
the value of SASPairs option Vardef to DF (see 6.0 SASPairs Options for information
on setting the values of options). In this case, the equation for c2 becomes

† 

c 2 = df log S + trace(SS-1)+ N(x - m)t S-1(x - m) /df - logS - k( )
where S is the covariance matrix calculated by dividing the corrected sums of squares and
cross products matrix by its degrees-of-freedom and not by N. This is the same function
minimized by Mx.

10 Auxiliary Macros
SASPairs contains several auxiliary macros that are in located within the

SASPairs_Macros directory. Many of these have been referred to above. The names of
the macros and their purpose are given in Table 10.1. The calls to these macros are given
below.
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Table 10.1 Auxiliary SASPairs Macros.

Macro Purpose
%saspairs_initialize Reinitializes SASPairs
%saspairs_input_card Creates the statements for inputting

variable Card in a SASPairs data set.

%saspairs_refit

Takes the parameter estimates from the
last model and uses them as starting
values for another optimization. See 3.6
Interactive SASPairs and 5.0 Assessing
Convergence.

%saspairs_jiggle
Jiggles parameter estimates. See 3.6
Interactive SASPairs and 5.0 Assessing
Convergence.

%saspairs_append_fit_indices
Appends the fit indices for the most
current model to those saved in IML
storage. See 3.6 Interactive SASPairs.

%saspairs_print_summary
Prints a summary of all models fit thus
far, provided that one has appended the fit
indices for these models using macro
%saspairs_append_fit_indices.

%saspairs_print_options Prints the current SASPairs options values
to the Output window.

%saspairs_print_to_log Prints a matrix in IML storage to the Log
window. (See Below).

%saspairs_create_type_eq_corr Creates a TYPE=CORR matrix from a
data set on individuals.

%saspairs_variable_sibship_size

Creates a TYPE=CORR data set from all
possible pairs of sibs and sets the number
of pairs to N(hM – 1) where N = number of
families and hM = harmonic mean of
sibship size.

%saspairs_create_cov_from_file Creates a TYPE=CORR data set from a
text file containing a covariance matrix.

10.1 Macro Calls
Macros %saspairs_initialize,

%saspairs_append_fit_indices, %saspairs_print_summary, and
%saspairs_print_options are called without arguments. The calls to the other
macros are given below.

10.1.1 %saspairs_input_card(length);
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length = length of the character variable Card. The value of length must be greater than or
equal to the largest length of Card. See Example 12.6: Using Auxiliary Macros:
Assortative Mating for an example of this macro.

10.1.2 %saspairs_refit(n);

n = a positive integer giving the number of refits.

10.1.3 %saspairs_jiggle(delta);

delta = a small constant of the order .01.

10.1.4 %saspairs_print_to_log(matrix);

matrix = name of a matrix in IML storage. SAS does not permit copying elements of the
Output window (at least, this author has not been able to figure out how to do this) but it
does permit copying from the Log Window. This macro is useful for printing out a
parameter matrix to the Log, then copying that matrix into a buffer, and pasting it into
SASPairs data set to be used as start values or fixed values. Note that the matrix must be
in IML storage. If a SASPairs macro terminated without error, then all parameter
matrices will be in IML storage.

10.1.5 %saspairs_create_type_eq_corr (dataset, family, relation, phenotypes,
cov_phenotype_labels  covariates, missing_values, vardef,  cov_data_set);

dataset = name of the data set of individuals.

family = name of a variable in dataset that identifies members of the same family.

relation = name of a variable in dataset that gives a relationship code for an individual
(e.g., 1 = MZ female, 2 = DZ female, etc.)

phenotypes = list of variable names in dataset giving the phenotypes.

cov_phenotype_labels = labels for the variables in the covariance matrix of the paired
relatives. If this argument is null, then the variable names will be the phenotypes with the
prefix R1_ for the first member of a pair and R2_ for the second member.

covariates = list of variable names in dataset for the covariates. The covariates must have
the same values for both members of a relative pair. This argument may be null.

missing_values = mechanism for dealing with missing values. The value of this argument
must either be null (which allows pairwise deletion) or nomiss (which allows listwise
deletion).
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vardef = divisor for the variances. Permissible values are N and df.

cov_data_set = name of the TYPE=CORR data set.

Notes:
• This macro assumes that certain SASPairs macro variables have been set. Thus, if

you have not called a SASPairs macro before calling
%saspairs_create_type_eq_corr, then you will receive an error
message. To avoid this problem, initialize SASPairs by submitting the command

%saspairs_initialization_check;

and then call %saspairs_create_type_eq_corr.

10.1.6 %saspairs_variable_sibship_size (dataset, family, relation,
phenotypes, cov_phenotype_labels, covariates, cov_data_set);

dataset = name of the data set of individuals.

family = name of a variable in dataset that identifies members of the same family.

relation = name of a variable in dataset that gives a relationship code for an individual
(e.g., 1 = MZ female, 2 = DZ female, etc.)

phenotypes = list of variable names in dataset giving the phenotypes.

cov_phenotype_labels = list of variable names for the phenotypes in the covariance data
set. If this argument is not specified, then the variable names will be the variables in
phenotypes with the prefix R1_ for the first member of a pair and R2_ for the second
member.

covariates = list of variable names in dataset for the covariates.

cov_data_set = name of the TYPE=CORR data set.

Notes:
• Correlations are not included in the TYPE=CORR data set.
• There is no check for valid variable names in this macro.

10.1.7 %saspairs_create_cov_from_file(filename, mtype_in, n,
cov_phenotypes, cov_data_set, relative1, relative2);

filename = name of external file containing the covariance matrix. Both SAS and
operating systems conventions apply to naming this file.
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mtype_in = type of matrix to input. mtype_in = FU inputs a full, square matrix; mtype_in
= LO inputs the lower, diagonal elements of the matrix. The default is LO.

n = sample size.

cov_phenotypes = labels for the variables in the covariance matrix.

cov_data_set = name of the SAS TYPE=CORR data set.

relative1 = numeric relationship code for the first relative.

relative2 = numeric relationship code for the second relative.

Notes:
• Only one covariance matrix may be input to the macro and the macro will

construct only one TYPE=CORR data set. Hence, if you have several covariance
matrices and need to construct one TYPE=CORR data set from them all, then call
the macro for each covariance matrix, making certain that the value of
cov_data_set, n, relative1, and relative2 are appropriate for each call. Then use
SAS to concatenate the data sets.

• The text file containing the covariance matrix must contain only the elements of
the covariance matrix and each element must be separated from adjacent elements
by at least one space.

• Correlations are not included in the TYPE=CORR data set.
• See Example 12.6: Using Auxiliary Macros: Assortative Mating for an

example of this macro.

11 What You Do Not Find in SASPairs

The NLPQN algorithm permits boundary constraints, linear constraints, and
nonlinear constraints on the parameters. Writing code to implement these constraints is
not an insurmountable task. The reason that these constraints are not implemented in
SASPairs has to do with a nagging suspicion on the part of the author that an
unconstrained solution should be preferred in contemporary behavior genetics unless it
can be demonstrated that the constrained solution behaves properly.

Consider the analysis of a single phenotype with twin data. According to the
theory behind a simple, additive genetic model, the population common environmental
variance, VC, will be a number greater than or equal to 0. To implement this theory in a
numerical algorithm, one can do one of two things: (1) estimate VC directly but set its
lower bound to 0, or (2) estimate a parameter c and derive VC as c*c.

But what happens when the additive model is correct but the population value of
VC is 0? In unconstrained estimation of VC, the parameter estimate should be greater than
0 half the time and less than 0 half the time simply because of sampling error. In
constrained estimation outline above, it is easy to demonstrate by simulation that the c2 is
biased when the degrees of freedom are not adjusted for the bounded solution when VC or
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c becomes very small. If this simple situation creates problems, what happens when
boundary constraints are applied to whole matrices5?

When such situations are better understood, then SASPairs will not implement
constraints.

                                                  
5 Such considerations led to a quandary about including general model data sets for Cholesky factors in the
SASPairs package. The problem is that fitting Cholesky factors to variance-covariance matrices agrees with
the theory that these population matrices are positive definite but ignores the possibility that sampling error
could lead to a non positive definite matrix.  I relented, however, because of the popularity of such models.
Nevertheless, users are cautioned about their use.
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12 Examples

12.1 Example 12.1: The Common Pathway or Psychometric Model
Figure 12.1 illustrates a model often encountered in behavioral genetic research.

The ultimate aim of analysis is to understand the relationships among three achievement
measures—reading, writing, and vocabulary. The model assumes a single latent
phenotype of verbal ability and views the observed variables as manifestations of this
latent phenotype. This model has been called the common pathway model (VA group)
and the psychometric model (???).

Figure 12.1 A Common Pathway Model for Three Measures of Verbal Ability.

Verbal
Ability

AV CV UV

a c u

Reading Writing Vocab

AS1 CS1 US1 AS2 CS2 US2 AS3 CS3 US3

f1 f2 f3

Verbal
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AS1 CS1 US1AS1AS1 CS1CS1 US1US1 AS2 CS2 US2AS2AS2 CS2CS2 US2US2 AS3 CS3 US3AS3AS3 CS3CS3 US3US3

f1 f2 f3

Figure 12.2 provides the code for fitting this model. The factor loadings (i.e., the
fs in Figure 12.1) will be contained in matrix fpat, and the specific variances for the
additive genetic, common environment, and unique environment are in, respectively, sa,
sc, and su.
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Figure 12.2 SASPairs Code for a Common Pathway (Psychometrtic) Model.
BEGIN MODEL   Psychometric Model: General

begin matrices
va
sa
vc
sc
vu
su
asq v 1
csq v 1
usq v 1
fpat v &np

end matrices
begin mx

fi va vc vu
co sa su
fi 1 usq

end mx
begin iml

if pair_number = 1 then do;
temp = fpat * t(fpat);
va = asq * temp + sa;
vc = csq * temp + sc;
vu = usq * temp + su;
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;

end;
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;

end iml
END MODEL

The SAS library spmdslib—if installed—contains general model data sets for
the common pathway or psychometric model.

12.2 Example 12.2: Illustration of the Same Convention: Simplex
Models

Some models can be difficult to fit because they require good starting values. For
example, additive models of the form Y = A + B (where Y is a predicted covariance
matrix and A and B are parameter matrices) are often easier to fit than multiplicative
models of the form Y = AB. The Same convention can be useful here to help—but not
guarantee—convergence. The recommended principle is to fit simple (or easier to fit)
models first and then add matrices for the more complicated (or more difficulty to fit)
models.
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Figure 12.3 Example of a Simplex Model.

Note that variables for the unique environment are not depicted.

Simplex models, often used for developmental models, can sometimes create
fitting problems. An example of such a model is illustrated in Figure 12.3 for three time
points. (To keep the diagram simple, the unique environmental variables are not
depicted.)  In a simplex model, a variable at time t + 1 is a function of a variable at time t
plus a residual. The variable at the first time point is simply equal to the “residual.” Let a
denote the vector of additive genetic values. Then the model in Figure 12.3 implies the
structural equation
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saXaa += (12.1)

where X is the matrix of simplex coefficients and as is the vector of residuals (or
specifics). If we wrote this for four time points, then the matrix equation in (12.1) would
look like
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Note how the only nonzero elements in matrix X are those immediately below the
diagonal.

To derive the additive genetic covariance matrix, we need to solve for vector a in
Equation (12.1):

saXaa =-

saX)(Ia 1--= .

Hence the desired covariance matrix is
.11 -- --= )X(IVX)(IV

sAA
t

Similar logic can be used to arrive at the covariance matrix for the common and the
unique environments.

If we follow the logic outlines above in fitting the simplest model (i.e., the
simplest in terms of easiest to fit), then we should fit a simplex to one matrix at a time.
The SASPairs code in Figure 12.4 illustrates one way of doing this. The first model fits
an additive genetic covariance matrix, the Cholesky factors of the unique environment
covariance matrix, and a simplex model for the common environment covariance matrix,
constraining all the simplex coefficients to be the same (i.e., in Figure 12.3, y21 = y32 =
…).

Figure 12.4 SASPairs Code for Fitting Simplex Models.

BEGIN MODEL   VA, VC=simplex, FU, equal simplex paths for VC
=====================================================================

Fit the easiest model first: a simplex for VC with all simplex
coefficients being equal

=====================================================================
begin matrices

va
vc
simplex_c U &np &np
sc
vu
fu L

end matrices
begin mx

co va fu
fi simplex_c vc vu
fr autoreg(simplex_c 1)
eq autoreg(simplex_c 1)

end mx
begin iml
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if pair_number = 1 then do;
temp = I(&np) - simplex_c;
tempinv = inv(temp);
vc = tempinv * sc * t(tempinv);
vu = fu * t(fu);
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;

end;
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;

end iml
END MODEL

BEGIN MODEL   VA, VC=simplex, FU, free simplex paths for VC
=====================================================================

Now let the simplex paths all be free parameters
Note that the starting values for the other matrices are taken
from their final parameter estimates. This helps the current
model to converge, although it does not guarantee convergence.

=====================================================================
begin matrices

same
end matrices
begin mx

fr autoreg(simplex_c 1)
end mx
begin iml

same
end iml

END MODEL

BEGIN MODEL   VA=simplex, VC=simplex, VU, equal simplex parms for VA
=====================================================================

Now let VA be also modeled by a simplex with equal coefficients
Note that the starting values for the simplex coefficient is .5

      This is reasonable because one expects genetic covariances
that will be greater than 0

=====================================================================
begin matrices

same
simplex_a U &np &np
sa

end matrices
begin mx

fi va simplex_a
fr autoreg(simplex_a 1)
eq autoreg(simplex_a 1)
st .5  simplex_a  2 1
co sa

end mx
begin iml

if pair_number = 1 then do;
temp = I(&np) - simplex_a;
tempinv = inv(temp);
va = tempinv * sa * t(tempinv);
temp = I(&np) - simplex_c;
tempinv = inv(temp);
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vc = tempinv * sc * t(tempinv);
vu = fu * t(fu);
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;

end;
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;

end iml
END MODEL

The second model allows the simplex coefficients to be free parameters. Note the
Same statement in the matrix definitions and in the IML definitions.  The chief
advantage of the Same statement in the matrix definitions is that all the parameter
estimates from the previous model become the starting values for the present model.
Consequently, the starting point should be sufficiently close to the minimum function
value to achieve convergence. The Same statement in the IML definitions instructs
SASPairs to use the IML definitions from the previous model.

The third model models the additive genetic covariance matrix as a simplex
process. Again, the Same statement in the matrix definitions places the starting values at
their maximum likelihood estimates.  Also, we define two new matrices that will be used
to model the simplex process for VA, one containing the simplex coefficients (matrix
simplex_a) and the other for the specific variances (matrix SA).  Note that matrix VA

must be explicitly fixed in the Mx definitions. This is an absolute necessity because this
matrix was free in the first two models and will inherit that free status with the Same
command.  If it was not explicitly fixed, then one would be iterating on the elements in
VA and then computing those same elements in the IML definitions.

12.3 Example 12.3: Derived Quantities from SASPairs: Mediation
Models

In mediation models, some phenotypes in the model are assumed to directly
influence other phenotypes in the model.  Figure 12.4 presents one model in which two
personality traits—the higher-order traits of Negative Affect (NA) and Constraint
(Cn)—are assumed to influence two forms of psychopathology—Antisocial Behavior
(AB) and Alcohol Problems (AP).

Before examining the SASPairs code, it is first helpful to develop the model
algebraically. Let p, a, c, and u respectively denote the vectors for the phenotype,
(additive) genotype, common and unique environments. The model in Figure 12.4
implies that some phenotypes are functions of others, so we will have a structural
equation of the form

† 

p = Bp + a + c + u (12.2)
where B is the matrix of coefficients between the “causal” phenotypes and the “caused”
phenotypes. Let us write out this equation:
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Figure 12.5 Example of a Mediation Model.

Here, the personality traits of Negative Affect (NA) and Constraint (Cn) influence
Antisocial Behavior (AB) and Alcohol Problems (AP).

Now, from the model in Figure 1, the covariance matrix for the additive
genotypes will be of the form
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The covariance matrices for c and u will have a similar block-diagonal form.
To derive the within-person phenotypic covariance matrix, we need to solve for p

in Equation (12.2):

† 

p - Bp = a + c + u
u)c(aB)(Ip 1 ++-= - . (12.3)

Hence,
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11 -- -++-= )B)(IVV(VB)(IV UCAP
t .

Finally, we require the covariance matrix between a pair of relatives. We can do
this by writing Equation (12.3) twice, the first time subscripting all the vectors with a “1”
for the first relative and the second time, subscripting with a “2”. Then we need to derive
the covariance matrix between p1 and p2. Without going through the algebra, the result is

11 -- -g+g-= )B)(IVV(B)(IV CAp,p 21

t
CA .

The SASPairs code for fitting this mediation model is given in Figure 12.5.

Figure 12.6 SASPairs Code for a Mediation Model.

BEGIN MODEL   Example of a Mediation Model
begin matrices

va
vc
vu
fu L
b U &np &np
imbinv U &np &np

end matrices
begin mx

co va fu
fi 0 block (va 1 3 2 4) block (vc 1 3 2 4) block (fu 3 1 4 2)
fi b imbinv vu
fr block(b 3 1 4 2)

end mx
begin iml

if pair_number = 1 then do;
imbinv = inv(I(&np) - b);
vu = fu * t(fu);
p1 = imbinv * (va + vc + vu) * t(imbinv);
p2 = p1;

end;
tempcov = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;
r12 = imbinv * tempcov * t(imbinv);

end iml
END MODEL

12.3.1 Derived Quantities
This section illustrates how one can load the parameter matrices after a call to

SASPairs in order to derive other quantities important for the model. Reconsider the
mediation model given above and the SASPairs code required to fit the model. The
matrix VA contains the additive genetic covariance matrix for the two personality
variables, NA and Cn, but it does not contain the additive genetic covariance matrix for
the two psychiatric phenotypes, Antisocial Behavior and Alcohol Problems. Instead, the
lower, right-hand 2 by 2 part of matrix VA contains the covariance matrix for variables
AAB and AAP from Figure 12.4. The genetic covariance matrix for Antisocial Behavior and
Alcohol Problems are a function of this 2 by 2 matrix and also a function of the extent to
which the genotypes for Negative Affect and Constraint influence Antisocial Behavior
and Alcohol Problems. In short, the genetic covariance matrix for the two types of
psychopathology is composed of two parts: (1) the part that is “mediated” by the
personality traits, and (2) the part that is unique to the psychopathology.
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To examine the two parts of the total additive genetic covariance matrix, one can
call PROC IML after the model has converged and compute these quantities. The code to
do this is given in Figure 12.6. The SAS comments explain the code. Note that one
should also perform analogous calculations for the common and unique environments.

Figure 12.7 Calculating Derived Quantities after Optimization.

proc iml;
/* this statement loads all the parameter matrices
   from the model. It is equivalent to the statement:
   load va vc vu fu b imbinv; */
load &global_arg2;
/* calculate the total additive genetic covariance matrix */
va_total = imbinv * va * t(imbinv);
/* print both va and va_total to illustrate the effect */
mattrib va label="VA for Causal Variables in Figure 12.4

format=8.3;
mattrib va_total label="Total VA" format=8.3;
print va,, va_total;
/* calculate the mediated effect and the unique part of
   va_total for antisocial behavior and alcohol problems */
temp = va_total[3:4, 3:4];
va_unique = va[3:4, 3:4];
va_mediated = temp - va_unique;
/* convert these to percents of total genetic variance */
pct_va_unique = 100 * va_unique / temp;
pct_va_mediated = 100 * va_mediated / temp;
/* print out the matrices */
print , va_mediated [format=8.3] va_unique [format=8.3];
print , "Total genetic variance: percent mediated and unique:"

  , pct_va_mediated [format=8.3]
                pct_va_unique[format=8.3];

/* how much of the phenotypic variance and covariance is
attributable to the mediated and the unique parts? */

vp_total = imbinv*(va + vc + vu)*t(imbinv);
temp = vp_total[3:4,3:4];
hsq_unique = 100 * va_unique / temp;
hsq_mediated = 100 * va_mediated / temp;
print , "Heritability * 100 for mediated and unique parts:"

  , hsq_mediated [format=8.3] hsq_unique [format=8.3];
quit;

12.4 Example 12.4: Using Covariates
When inputing a Phenotypic Data Set, a covariate is defined as a variable that is

constant for a relative pair. Examples would include age in twin pairs, parental
demographics for siblings, and census tract for families. Obviously, such variables cannot
be defined among the phenotypes for analysis because they would create a correlation of
1.0 for pairs of relatives.

Figure 12.7 illustrates the use of covariates. Here, the analysis is for two
achievement variables, English (subscript Eng) and Math (subscript Ma), and father’s and
mother’s educational levels are used as measures of the common environment. (That
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assumption, of course, could be rightly questioned because these variables might be
genetically correlated through the transmission of IQ).

Figure 12.8 A Model with Covariates.

Note that father’s and mother’s educational levels are perfectly correlated for their
offspring.

The blocks of the predicted covariance matrix can be derived by starting with the
structural equations. Let p, a, c, and u denote, respectively, vectors of phenotypic,
additive genetic, common environmental, and unique environmental values. Then the
structural equation for the phenotype is

† 

p = a + c + u. (12.4)
Let x denote the vector of covariates, B, the matrix of regression coefficients where the
common environmental values are regressed onto the covariates, and sc, the residuals for
the common environment. Then the structural equation for the common environmental
vector is

csBxc += . (12.5)

Substituting this into the Equation (12.4) for the phenotype gives

CEng

Mother’s
Education

Father’s
Education

AEng UEng

PEng

UMa AMa

PMath

CMa

b11 b22
b21 b12

SEng SMa
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usBxap c +++= .

Hence, the covariance matrix between the phenotype and the covariates, a quantity that
will be denoted by Cpx is

xcpx BVxusBxaC =+++= ),cov(

where Vx is the variance-covariance matrix for the covariates.
Using Equation (12.5), the common environmental covariance matrix is

scxC VBBVV += t

where Vsc is the variance-covariance matrix for the residuals
Figure 12.8 gives a SASPairs data set that uses mother’s education (variable

moed), father’s education (faed), and family income (faminc) as measures of the
common environment for the subtests of the National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test
(NMSQT). Here, matrix B contains the regression coefficients from the common
environmental variables for the five subtests of the NMSQT , residuals_c is the
variance-covariance matrix for the residuals of vector c, vdemo is the variance-
covariance matrix for the three demographic variables (i.e., the three covariates),
covpdemo is the covariance matrix between the five NMSQT phenotypes and the three
covariates, and vcdue2demo gives the variance in Vc due to the demographics. Note the
use of the pseudo macro variable &nc to dimension the matrices by the number of
covariates.

Figure 12.9 SASPairs Code for using Covariates.

BEGIN DATASETS
    PHENOTYPIC DATA SET = nmtdir.nmttest
     FAMILY ID VARIABLE = pairnum
  RELATIONSHIP VARIABLE = zygosity
PHENOTYPES FOR ANALYSIS = english math socsci natsci vocab;
             COVARIATES = moed faed faminc
  RELATIONSHIP DATA SET = spothstf.twins_no_sex_differences

END DATASETS

BEGIN MODEL  Family Demographics as Covariates
Begin Matrices

va
vc
residuals_c S &np
vu
fu L
b U 5 3
vdemo S &nc
vcdue2demo S &np
covpdemo u &np &nc

End Matrices

Begin Mx
fi vc vu vcdue2demo covpdemo
co va fu
st 1 diag(vdemo)

End Mx
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Begin IML
if pair_number=1 then do;

vccv = vdemo;
covpdemo = b * vdemo;
p1cv = covpdemo;
p2cv = covpdemo;
vcdue2demo = covpdemo * t(b);
vc = vcdue2demo + residuals_c;
vu = fu*t(fu);
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;

end;
r12 = gamma_a*va + vc;

End Iml
END MODEL

12.5 Example 12.5: Project Model Data Sets: Selected Samples
Suppose that a twin project selected twins with phobias and then studied these

probands along with their cotwins.  This is a case in which means should be modeled and
hence, general model data sets cannot be written.

With some advance planning, however, one can write models that may apply to
specific types of analysis performed within this project. For example, the hypothetical
study probably used an existing questionnaire to measure fears. Instead of analyzing raw
scale scores for the various fear scales, use the published norms to derive, say, T scores
with a population mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. That way, starting values
for the means can be set to 50 and the same model data set can be used for all analysis of
the fear scales. Figure 12.9 gives an example of a project model data set that tests how
well the parameter covariance matrices can predict cotwin means. (The dataset
definitions are omitted to save space).

Note that the code in Figure 12.9 is general in the sense that it will apply to
analyzing one of the fear scales, 3 of the fear scales, or all of the fear scales. It would not
apply, however, to analyzing other phenotypes even within this project because the
proband twins were selected only for phobias.

Figure 12.10 A Project Model Data Set.

BEGIN MODEL Fear Study: Cotwin means are free parameters
begin matrices

va
vc
vu
fu L
pop_means V 1 &np
selection_coefficients V 1 &np
proband_means V 1 &np
cotwin_means V 1 &np

end matrices
begin mx

co va fu
fi vu pop_means proband_means
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st 50 pop_means cotwin_means
end mx
begin iml

if pair_number = 1 then do;
vu = fu * t(fu);
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;
proband_means = pop_means + selection_coefficients;

end;
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;
mean_vector = proband_means || cotwin_means;

end iml
END MODEL
BEGIN MODEL Fear Study: Cotwin means predicted using selection theory

begin matrices
same

end matrices
begin mx

fi cotwin_means
end mx
begin iml

if pair_number = 1 then do;
vu = fu * t(fu);
p1 = va + vc + vu;
p2 = p1;
proband_means = pop_means + selection_coefficients;

end;
r12 = gamma_a * va + gamma_c * vc;
/* --- matrix b = the regression coefficients --- */
b = inv(p1) * r12;
cotwin_means = pop_means + selection_coefficients * b;
mean_vector = proband_means || cotwin_means;

end iml
END MODEL

12.6 Example 12.6: Using Auxiliary Macros: Assortative Mating
This example shows how to read in a covariance matrix from a text file and

perform an analysis of marital assortment. The data are those from Phillips et al (19XX)
and are taken from an example in the Mx manual.

The code required to construct a TYPE=CORR data set from the flat file is given
in Figure 12.11. Note the use of the %quote and the %str macro quoting commands to
ensure that the macro variables include the special delimiters colon (:), backslash (\), and
period (.).

Figure 12.11 Constructing a TYPE=CORR Data Set from a Covariance Matrix.

%let filename = %quote(c:\documents and settings\owner\asmat.cov);
%let cov_phenotypes = h_iq h_educ h_extra h_anx h_tm h_ind
                      w_iq w_educ w_extra w_anx w_tm w_ind;
%let cov_data_set = %str(spothstf.phillips_data);
%saspairs_create_cov_from_file(&filename, LO, 344, &cov_phenotypes,

&cov_data_set, 1, 2);
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The code to construct the SASPairs data set which fits a diagonal assortment
matrix is given in Figure 12.12. Note the use of macro %saspairs_input_card to
construct the SAS code that permits one to read in variable Card.

In modeling marital assortment, let Rh and Rw denote the within-person
phenotypic correlation matrix for, respectively, husbands and wives. Let D denote the
matrix containing the standardized assortment coefficients. Then, the correlation matrix
between husband’s phenotypes and wife’s phenotypes (Rhw) will be

† 

Rhw = RhDRw . (12.6)
When models are fit to covariance matrices, then the equation becomes

wuhhw CDCC =

where Du is the matrix of unstandardized assortment coefficients. The unstandardized
assortment coefficients may be derived in the following way. Premultiply Equation (12.6)
by Sh, a diagonal matrix containing the standard deviations of the husband’s phenotypes,
and post multiply it by Sw (the standard deviation of wives’ phenotypes), giving

wwhhhwwhwhw SDRRSCSRS == .

Next, premultiply D in this equation by an identity matrix in the form 1-
hhSS  and

postmultiply it by ww SS 1- :

wwhhwwwwhhhhhw CDSSCSRSDSSSRSC )( 1111 ---- == .

Hence,

† 

Du = Sh
-1DSw

-1.

Figure 12.12 Example Code for Fitting a Model of Marital Assortment.

NOTE WELL: The argument for the command TYPE=CORR PHENOTYPE LABELS in
the original file is on one line. It is shown as being spread across the lines here only for
the ease of presentation.

data kay_phillips;
%saspairs_input_card(96);

datalines4;
BEGIN DATASETS

        TYPE=CORR DATA SET = spothstf.phillips_data
       TYPE=CORR RELATIVE1 = relative1
       TYPE=CORR RELATIVE2 = relative2
       TYPE=CORR VARIABLES = h_iq -- w_ind
TYPE=CORR PHENOTYPE LABELS = iq education extrav neurot

                                   tough_mind independ
         RELATIONSHIP DATA SET = spothstf.nuclear_families
END DATASETS
BEGIN MODEL   H Phenotypic = W Phenotypic, Standardized Diagonal D

begin matrices
fu L
d d &np

end matrices
begin mx

co fu
end mx
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begin iml
p1 = fu*t(fu);
p2 = p1;
/* inverse of the standard deviations */
invstd = inv(sqrt(diag(p1)));
/* unstandardized D matrix */
d_unstandardized = invstd * d * invstd;
r12 = p1 * d_unstandardized * p2;

end iml
END MODEL
;;;;
run;
%saspairs (kay_phillips);

12.7 Example 12.7: Sex Limitation
Sex differences in parameters can occur for several different reasons. Among

them is the possibility that the same genetic, common environmental, and/or unique
environmental effects operate in males and females but that the magnitude of the effects
are greater in one sex than in the other sex. Let us first develop the theory and then view
how the model can be implemented in SASPairs.

Let p, a, c, and u denote, respectively, vectors of phenotypic values, additive
genetic values, common environmental values, and unique environmental values, and let
subscripts f and m denote whether a vector applies to males or females. Then the
structural equation for female phenotypes is

† 

pf = af + cf + uf ,
the within-person phenotypic covariance matrix for females is

† 

Vpf = VAf + VCf + VUf ,

and the covariance matrix for female-female relative pairs is

† 

Cpf1,pf 2 = gA VAf + gC VCf .

Let us now examine the case in which the same genetic effects operate in males
and females but the magnitude of the effects might differ. Here, the vector of additive
genetic effects for males will equal a diagonal scalar matrix postmultiplied by the
additive values for females, or

fam aTa =

where Ta is the diagonal scaling matrix6. Then the structural equation for males becomes

mmmam ucaTp ++= .

and the additive genetic covariance matrix for males is

aAfaAm TVTV = .

By assuming that the common environment and unique environmental factors are
the same in the two sexes but may differ in magnitude, we can let Dc and Du equal their
respective scaling matrices. Then, the structural equation for males is

                                                  
6 To make the case more general, one could substitute a symmetric transformation matrix, Wa, for the
diagonal matrix Ta. A diagonal Wa gives the present example, Wa = lI where l is a scalar tests the
hypothesis of a single scalar for sex limitation, and Wa = I tests the hypothesis of no sex limitation . Matrix
Wa is a pure mathematical convenience—it has limited biological meaning.
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mumcmam uTcTaTp ++= ,

the within-individual phenotypic covariance matrix for males is

† 

Vpm = TaVAfTa + TcVCfTc + TuVUfTu ,

and the covariance matrix for male-male relative pairs is

cCfcaAfapm,pm TVTTVTC CA gg +=21 .

Finally, the covariance matrix for opposite-sex relative pairs is

cCfCaAfpmpf, TVãTVC += Ag .

Hence, the logic of the model is to fit variance components matrices for females
and then use the T matrices to calculate the variance component matrices for males.
Although this logic is satisfactory from a theoretical perspective, implementing it can run
the risk of numerical problems during estimation, especially when one or more of the
variance components for females are close to 0. To avoid these problems, it is
recommended that the easier-to-fit models be fitted first and the Same convention used to
free matrices in subsequent models. The code in Figure 12.13 illustrates how one can
build up to fit a model with scaling matrices Ta, Tc, and Tu.

Figure 12.13 A Model for Sex Limitation.

BEGIN MODEL   VAf, VAm=Ta*VAf*Ta, VCf=Vcm, Vuf=Vum

begin matrices
vaf
vam
ta d &np
vcf
vcm
tc d &np
vuf
vum
fu L
tu d &np

end matrices

begin mx
co vaf fu
fi vam vcm vuf vum
st 1 ta tc tu
fi tc tu

end mx;

begin iml
/* --- constant matrices --- */
if pair_number = 1 then do;

vam = ta * vaf * ta;
vcm = tc * vcf * tc;
vuf = fu * t(fu);
vum = tu * vuf * tu;

end;
/* --- predicted matrices --- */
if pair_number <= 2 then do; * SS Females;

p1 = vaf + vcf + vuf;
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p2 = p1;
r12 = gamma_a * vaf + gamma_c * vcf;

end;
else if pair_number <= 4 then do; * SS Males;

p1 = vam + vcm + vum;
p2 = p1;
r12 = gamma_a * vam + gamma_c * vcm;

end;
else do; * OS females\male;

p1 = vaf + vcf + vuf;
p2 = vam + vcm + vum;
r12 = gamma_a * vaf * ta + gamma_c * vcf * tc;

end;
end iml

END MODEL
BEGIN MODEL   VAf, VAm=Ta*VAf*Ta, VCf, Vcm=Tc*Vcf*Tc, Vuf=Vum

begin matrices
same

end matrices
begin mx

fr tc
end mx;
begin iml

same
end iml

END MODEL

BEGIN MODEL   VAf, VAm=Ta*VAf*Ta, VCf, Vcm=Tc*Vcf*Tc, Vuf, Vum=Tu*Vuf*Tu
begin matrices

same
end matrices
begin mx

fr tu
end mx;
begin iml

same
end iml

END MODEL

12.8 Example 12.8: Fitting Models to Data on Individuals
SASPairs was not constructed to fit models to data on individuals, so more

appropriate software is always the preferred choice in such cases. It is possible, however,
to trick SASPairs into fitting such models to data on individuals. To do this, follow these
steps in the Dataset Definitions:

• Input a TYPE=CORR Data Set, not a Phenotypic Data Set.
• Make certain that the input TYPE=CORR Data Set contains the variables

“TYPE=CORR Relative1” and “TYPE=CORR Relative2.”  The values of
these variables are superfluous, but the variables are required for SASPairs to
operate properly. A Relationship Data Set must also be constructed (or used) and
the values of Relative1 and Relative2 must be the same as those in the
TYPE=CORR Data Set.

• If the number of variables for analysis is odd, then let the last variable be a
Covariate.
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• The argument to the TYPE=CORR Phenotype Labels must be specified, but
the values are irrelevant. They must, however, be exactly half the number of
variables given in argument to the TYPE=CORR Variables command.

An example of the Dataset Definitions for such a SASPairs Dataset is given in
Figure 12.14. This example is taken from SAS Online Documentation, SAS/STAT User’s
Guide, Introduction to Structural Equations with Latent Variables, A Combined
Measurement-Structural Model with Reciprocal Influence and Correlated Residuals7.
Note that the order of the variables in the Dataset Definitions differs from the order in the
SAS example.

Figure 12.14 Dataset Definitions for Fitting Models to Data on Individuals.
BEGIN DATASETS

  TYPE=CORR DATA SET = spothstf.aspire
 TYPE=CORR RELATIVE1 = relative1
 TYPE=CORR RELATIVE2 = relative2

  TYPE=CORR VARIABLES = riq rpa rses fiq fpa fses rea roa fea foa
TYPE=CORR PHENOTYPE LABELS = v1 v2 v3 v4 v5
     RELATIONSHIP DATA SET = spothstf.twins_sex_differences
END DATASETS

Note that the Relationship Data Set is one constructed for twin data. The only
practical reason for using this data set in the present example is because it already exists.
Because the values of relative1 and relative2 in the SAS data set
spothstf.aspire are both 1, the covariance matrix in the output will have the labels
“mz_female” and “mz_female.” Note also that the argument to TYPE=CORR
Variables is specified, although it is irrelevant for the present example.

The model to be fitted to these data is given in Figure 12.15.  The data are on
pairs of friends. Variables beginning with an R apply to the original respondent in the
survey and those beginning with F are for the friend of the respondent. The model
assumes two latent variables, the respondent’s ambition (F_RAMB) and the friend’s
ambition (F_FAMB) that influence each other as well as the educational aspirations (_EA)
and occupational aspirations (_OA) of the two individuals.  The latent variables, in turn,
are a function of IQ (_IQ), parental aspirations (_PA), and family socioeconomic status
(_SES).

                                                  
7 This particular example contains data on pairs of friends and could have been solved for using
conventional SASPairs techniques.
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Figure 12.15 A Model for Peer Aspirations.

© 2000, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Reproduced with
permission of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC

In the Model Definitions, the Matrix Definition commands and the Mx
Commands may be written in the same way as in any SASPairs program. (It is advisable,
however, to avoid default matrix names). In the IML definitions, write the code to
calculate the entire predicted covariance matrix. After the entire predicted covariance
matrix is calculated, then use SAS statements to partition it into matrices p1, p2, and
r12 (and p1cv, p2cv, and vccv if the number of variables is odd). SASPairs will use
these matrix blocks to reconstruct the entire expected covariance matrix before
calculating the likelihood. (This, of course, is inefficient, but then SASPairs was not
written for the purpose of fitting models to data on individuals). An example of the
Model Definitions commands for the above example is given in Figure 12.16.

In this code, matrix covx contains the covariances among the exogenous
observed variables, matrix gam (note that gamma cannot be used because it is a reserved
matrix name) has the regression paths between the two latent variables and the observed
exogenous variables, matrix beta contains the reciprocal paths between the two latent
variables, matrix v_latent is the variance-covariance matrix for the residuals of the
two latent variables, and matrix theta is the variance-covariance matrix for the
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residuals of the two measured endogenous variables. Finally, matrix wholepre is used
for the entire predicted covariance matrix.

Figure 12.16 Model Definitions for Fitting a Model to Data on Individuals.

Begin Model SAS CALIS Example: Analysis 1
Begin Matrices

covx s 6 6
gam u 6 2
beta u 2 2
v_latent s 2 2
lambda u 4 2
theta d 4
wholepre s 10 10

End Matrices
Begin Mx

st 1 diag(covx) theta
fi wholepre  beta 1 1 2 2
pa gam

1 0
1 0
1 1
0 1
0 1
1 1

pa lambda
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

fi 1 lambda 1 1 3 2
End Mx
Begin IML

wholepre[1:6,1:6] = covx;
temp = inv(I(2) - beta) * t(gam);
vcov_latent = temp * covx * t(temp) + v_latent;
wholepre[7:10, 7:10] = lambda * vcov_latent * t(lambda) +

                                   theta;
tempcov = lambda * temp * covx;
wholepre[7:10, 1:6] = tempcov;
wholepre[1:6, 7:10] = t(tempcov);
/* matrix partitions for SASPairs */
p1 = wholepre[1:5, 1:5];
p2 = wholepre[6:10, 6:10];
r12 = wholepre[1:5, 6:10];

End IML
End Model

The Mx Definitions provide start values and set wholepre, the diagonals of
beta and elements in gam and lambda to a fixed values. Note that lambda[1,1]
and lambda[3,2] are fixed at 1.0 in order to set the scale of the two latent variables.
Note that the indices for matrices gam and lambda differ from those in Figure 12.15
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because the order of the variables in the SASPairs Data Set differs from the order in the
original SAS example.

In the IML Definitions, various blocks of wholepre are calculated. Some of
these blocks—e.g., wholepre[1:6,1:6]—are simply parameter estimates while
others are functions of the parameters. The last three IML statements then partition
wholepre into the blocks required by SASPairs. Note that matrix p1 contains three of
the respondent variables (riq, rpa, and rses) as well as two of the friend’s variables
(fiq and fpa).  Although this is logically inconsistent, it will mathematically work
because SASPairs merely constructs a predicted matrix from the matrix blocks p1, p2,
and r12.  SASPairs has no way of knowing which variables belong to which individuals.

12.9 Example 12.9: Interactive SASPairs
If you ran the code for Example 12.7 (as well as the code for some other examples

that fit multiple models in the same SASPairs data set), you may have noticed that there
were potential convergence problems for the second and third models8.  To check on this,
one can hack the code for these two models and keep submitting the same data set. A
better strategy is to use interactive processing.

The first step is to construct three separate SASPairs data sets, one for each of the
three models in Figure 12.13.  Use the Same commands with the second and third data
set. Example code for the second data set is given in Figure 12.17.

Figure 12.17 SASPairs Data Set Model2

data Model2;
length Card $80;
input Card $CHAR80.;

DATALINES4;
BEGIN DATASETS
      Same
END DATASETS
BEGIN MODEL   VAf, VAm=Ta*VAf*Ta, VCf, Vcm=Tc*Vcf*Tc, Vuf=Vum

begin matrices
same

end matrices
begin mx

fr tc
end mx;
begin iml

same
end iml

END MODEL
;;;;

                                                  
8 The lack of convergence for these models may not be universally true because convergence is also a
function of the numerical accuracy of the hardware on which SAS is run.
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The following scenario treats you, the reader, as if you were being instructed on
how to perform an interactive SASPairs session and examining the output. This rhetorical
convenience is done to avoid wordy statements like “the next step is.” Note that if you
actually perform these steps, you may get different output because the accuracy of
optimization depends on the hardware platform. The sequence of steps and the SAS code
to perform these steps is given in Figure 12.18.

Figure 12.18 Interactive SASPairs Code with Comments

/* --- reinitialize SASPairs to clear out the old IML Storage --- */
%saspairs_initialize;

/* --- call SAPairs for the first model --- */
%saspairs(Model1);

/* --- store the fit indices --- */
%saspairs_append_fit_indices;

/* --- fit the second model --- */
%saspairs(Model2);

/* --- try two refits --- */
%saspairs_refit(2);

/* --- try jiggling the parameter estimates --- */
%saspairs_jiggle(.02);

/* --- try a more stringent GTOL value --- */
%let gtol =1e-12;
%saspairs_refit(1);

/* --- this worked fine, so store the fit indices --- */
%saspairs_append_fit_indices;

/* --- reset GTOL to its default and fit the third model --- */
%let gtol = 0;
%saspairs(Model3);

/* --- try a different GTOL since that worked before --- */
%let gtol = 1e-12;
%saspairs_refit(1);

/* --- reset GTOL, append fit indices, and print the summary --- */
%let gtol = 0;
%saspairs_append_fit_indices;
%saspairs_print_summary;

First, submit the three data sets to SAS (this step is not illustrated in Figure 12.18,
but the three data sets are called Model1, Model2, and Model3). This will create SAS
data sets in the WORK library. Now reinitialize SASPairs. (The necessity of a
reinitialization depends on the SASPairs code submitted before this exercise. If fit indices
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were saved in IML storage, then failure to initialize will only add any subsequent fit
indices to those already saved. See 3.6 Interactive SASPairs for more details.)

Now fit the first model. This model converges nicely, so store the fit indices.
Next, fit the second model.

The second model meets the GTOL convergence criterion but several of the
gradient elements have absolute values greater than .001, suggesting premature
convergence. To check on this, refit the model twice.

The refits actually make the situation worse. The Hessian is not positive definite
and several of the gradient elements have absolute values greater than .001. Try jiggling
the parameter estimates. (Note that because jiggling the estimates depends on a set of
random numbers, the effects of jiggling will vary even on the same hardware). Jiggling
for the present hardware and set of random numbers improved the estimates of the
gradient but left the problem with the Hessian unresolved.

For reasons too complicated to be explained here, this type of situation suggests
premature convergence. Hence, set the GTOL criterion to a more stringent value and
rerun the problem. This works fine. All gradient elements are very small and the Hessian
is invertible. Append these fit indices to those from Model19.

Now reset the GTOL criterion to its default value. (Note that failure to reset
GTOL will keep the current GTOL value in effect for the rest of the SAS session. See 6.0
SASPairs Options.)  Fit the third model.

The results from this model also suggest convergence problems akin to those of
the second model—the GTOL criterion is met, the Hessian is ok, but several gradient
elements are “suspicious.”  Using the “once burnt, twice shy” philosophy, change GTOL
to a more stringent level and refit the model. This gives satisfactory convergence10.

Finally, reset GTOL, append the fit indices for Model3, and print the summary.
The advantages of interactive processing are quite apparent in this example. The

goal of fitting models to data is to find a model that parsimoniously accounts for the
observations and then make substantive statements about the ways that genes and
environment act. With rare exceptions, this goal involves the comparison of several
models. Interactive processing allows one to ignore those solutions with numerical
problems in order to concentrate on those with potentially substantive import.

                                                  
9 Parenthetically, we note that the actual change in c2 from the initial fit of Model2 to the converged
solution is trivial for all practical considerations (89.8183 versus 89.8171).  Usually, when all the first
derivatives (i.e., gradient elements) are small, the solution is very close to the optimal solution.
10 Once again, the difference in c2 from the initial fit to the converged solution is not of great practical
import (82.2084 versus 81.8188).
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13 Known Problems

13.1 Unanticipated User Errors
Given that SASPairs is in the development stage, it will have bugs. In detecting

bugs, an important distinction must be made between “bugs of commission” (logical
errors, SAS syntax errors) and “bugs of omission” (failure to anticipate a user error and
trap that error).  The latter type of bug creates a real problem because the code may run
smoothly for a while and then generate a plethora of SAS errors. If you do see this pattern
in the output, check the variables in the data definitions and the code in the IML
definitions to make certain that they are correct.

As an example of an unanticipated user error, one intrepid tester accidentally used
an individual’s unique identifier in place of the FAMILY ID VARIABLE.  In creating
pairs of relatives from the data set of individuals, SASPairs created data sets that had no
observations because each “family” contained only one person. The problem was not
detected until much later in the program when SASPairs tried to process a covariance
matrix based on an N of 0.

13.2 Illegal Variable Names
SASPairs uses the varnum function to check whether variables specified in the

SASPairs data set are really in the data set.  If you accidentally place a strange character
in a variable name (e.g., zygo#ity), then the varnum function gives an error, but that
error will not always abort the program.  SASPairs tries to trap such problems, print out
appropriate error messages, and abort the program.

In the event that a user invents a bizarre combination of characters that is not
trapped, then things turn ugly.  The program will usually abort somewhere downstream
because an important variable has not been defined, but in the meantime it may print out
a stream of irrelevant error messages. If this happens, check the SAS log and page back
to see if there is a warning message about an illegal variable entered into the varnum
function.

13.3 IML Errors
If your IML code contains a syntax error or performs an illegal operation like

division by 0, then SAS prints the message to the log.  Even though it will print a line
number where the error occurred, the actual line will not be printed in the log. (This is
done deliberately to avoid gargantuan output in the Log). Hence, finding the problem
may not be easy. The best solution is to load test_users_module.sas and debug
the code. See 8.3 Debugging SASPairs IML Code for instructions on using this file.

13.4 Tons of IML Statements in the Log Window
SASPairs uses a number of %include statements to read in the IML source code

to perform various tasks during the macros. Ordinarily, the source lines are counted but
not printed to the Log Window (or to the .log file under batch submission). If source lines
are printed, then the SAS system option SOURCE2 is set. To omit the source from being
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printed, submit the following statement:
options nosource2;
If the problem happens every time you start a SAS session, then put this statement in
your autoexec.sas file.

13.5 Why are Lines Skipped in Reading in the SASPairs Data Set?
Check the SAS Log when you first submitted the SASPairs data set to see if it

contains the line
NOTE: SAS went to a new line when INPUT statement reached past the end of a line.

If it does, then this problem is likely due to a missing infile or to a missing
truncover option on that statement. Make certain that the code for reading in the
SASPairs data set includes the statement
infile datalines4 truncover;
or use macro %saspairs_input_card (see section 10.1.1).

13.6 My autoexec.sas File Does Not Execute
Bet you are using Windows. The easiest way to avoid this problem is to move the

autoexec.sas file into the root directory from which SAS is called, usually C:\.
If you cannot do this, then try to invoke the SAS system in the same way you did

when you installed SASPairs. Invoking SAS in different ways (e.g., clicking on the SAS
(shortcut) icon on the desktop versus double-clicking on a .sas file versus using Run on
the Start menu) can start SAS with different “current folders.” At startup, SAS looks in
the “current folder” for the autoexec.sas file, so invoking it in a different way can
result in a “current folder” that does not have the autoexec.sas file in it. (When you
start SAS, the “current folder” is usually shown on the right-hand side of the bottom bar.
If you cannot see it, right-click on the bottom bar and select “Current Folder.”)

If all else fails, then put the autoexec.sas in a central location. Then each
time that you start SAS, navigate to that location, open autoexec.sas, and submit the
commands. As you do this, feel free to utter a few choice words about the Windows
operating system.

13.7 A SASPairs Option does not Appear to be in Effect
Check the output from the Dataset Definitions. Does it contain the phrase

“Stored IML data matrices will be used?” If so, then you need to
reinitialize SASPairs for the option to take effect. Submit the macro command
%saspairs_initialize;

13.8 The Same Command Gives an Error
This will be due to one of two effects. First, a fatal error occurred in the SASPairs

macro before the data set containing the Same command was processed. Go to the SAS
Log and page back to see if there was an error. Second, you changed at least one item in
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the dataset definitions but used the Same command in that SASPairs data set. In either
case, to rectify the problem you must substitute all Same commands with other dataset
definitions, matrix definitions and/or IML definitions.

To check whether a Same command can be used, examine the output at the end of
the dataset definitions.


